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Walkability
Table 1 below presents key words and terms used in this thesis so that the reader is acquainted
with their context when reading this thesis.

Table 1. List of terms and definitions

E-commerce

A business model that enables companies to procure and sell
things on the internet. It operates across all major market segments, such as B2B (Business to Business), B2C (Business to customers), C2B (Customers to business), and C2C (Customers to
customers) (Bloomenthal 2020).

Supply Chain

A supply chain is the network between a company and its
suppliers to produce products for customers. This network
includes different activities, people, entities, information, and
resources (Kenton 2020a).

Bill of Materials (BOM)

A bill of materials (BOM) is a detailed list of raw materials,
components, and instructions required to manufacture a
product or service (Grant 2020).

Assemble-to-Order

A production strategy where products can be customized and

(ATO)

produced easily when ordered by customers. It typically requires
that basic parts of the product are already manufactured but
not yet assembled (Kenton 2020b).

Make to Stock (MTS)

This is a production strategy that matches anticipated demand
and then supplys enough stock to meet it (Segal 2020).
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Stakeholders

A stakeholder is a party that has an interest in a company and
can either affect or be affected by the business (Fernando
2021).

Start-up

A company in its first stages of operation. (Grant 2020).

Opportunity cost

Opportunity costs represent the likely benefits lost when
choosing one alternative over another (Fernando 2020).

3rd Party logistics (3PL)

3rd Party logistics is when logistics services are outsourced to
other companies based on their competencies (Ciemcioch
2018).

Internet of Things (IoT)

IoT refers to everything connected to the internet, as well as the
ability of objects to communicate with each other over the
internet. Such communication, connects devices with
automated systems and makes it possible to gather, analyze,
and act on information (Burgess 2018).

Brick and mortar

Brick-and-mortar refers to traditional businesses that offer
products and services to customers at face-to-face interaction in
a space that they own or rent (Murphy 2020).

RFID

Radio Frequency Identification is a wireless communication
technology used to capture data. The data collection is based on
electromagnetic radio waves between one or more tags and a
reader (Chetouane 2015).

Pareto principle

The Pareto principle, also known as the 80-20 rule is an
aphorism which argues that 80% of all outcomes (or outputs)
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result from 20% of all causes (or inputs) for any given event
(Tardi 2020).

Inventory

Inventory is a term used to describe ready goods available for
sale, or the raw materials used to produce these goods that
serves as a buffer between manufacturing and order fulfillment
(Kenton 2020c).

Economies of scale

Economies of scale are cost advantages a company receives as
production becomes efficient through increasing production and
lowering costs. (Kenton 2021).

Work-in-Progress (WIP)

WIP is a term used in supply chain management to describe
partially finished goods. It may refer to raw materials, labor, and
overhead costs that products incur during production (Hayes
2020).

Brand

A brand is an identifying symbol, mark, logo, name, word,
and/or sentence that companies use to distinguish their product
from others (Kenton 2020d).

Economic Order Quan-

An optimal order quantity that minimizes its total costs related

tity (EOQ)

to ordering, receiving, and holding inventory (Fernando 2021).
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1 Introduction
“Adaptability is about the powerful difference between adapting to cope and
adapting to win.”
― Max McKeown, English writer in innovation strategy, leadership and culture.

Modern technology infrastructure, such as the Internet of Things (IoT) give businesses an
opportunity to shift from traditional brick and mortar stores to supply chains that trade online
through e-commerce. These companies adapt new business models and witness their supply chain
meet more adversity in face of a competitive globalized economy, especially from the exclusion of
geographical limitations on the internet. However, such has called for supply chains to become
more integrated in order to manage their lead times to meet customer expectations.

Unlike traditional brick and mortar stores, the quality of a customer’s purchase from a business
may not always be guaranteed in an e-commerce model. This is because the customer only comes
in contact with that purchaser at delivery making a returns process advantageous in reduce a
customer’s risk of shopping with the business. According to Kumar and Peterson (2010), studies
have shown that a lenient returns policy gives a customer confidence about the purchase,
knowing they can return it if they are unsatisfied. According to Saleh (2019), 79% of consumers
want free returns and 67% check the returns page before making an online purchase.

In many organizations, the reverse logistics activities and responsibilities are often fragmented
with little visibility or data capture of costs; nor so the impact across the organization (Seppälä
2010, 45). A study by UPS concludes that an average manufacturer spends 9% to 15% of overall
revenue in managing returns - with clothing retailers seeing as much as 10% of all goods being returned (KPMG 2017). This makes a reverse logistics process necessary for firms to reduce costs
and re-capture value from their returns.
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1.1 Background of the thesis
This research is done for a sustainable Finnish fashion start-up named CUITU to develop a returns
process for their e-commerce business model that complements their growth objectives. The focus on brand experience is important to them especially since their products are of premium categorization and particularly since sustainable modern fashion is a niche market.

Delivering quality products is of the essence to the company, particularly early when they are
establishing their brand image. CUITU sells modern fashion accessories featuring futuristic tech
vibes from sustainable practices to produce ready-to-wear fashion. They wish to disrupt the
traditional textile industry through changing sustainable consumer trends for ready-to-wear
clothing by which their production consequently uses innovative processes for material
manufacturing, such as converting tree cellulose to textile to create timeless yet trendy design
products.

Figure 1. Brand logo of case company CUITU

The company has a small staff with a few people handling multiple functions at a time, for e.g.,
marketing and finance simultaneously. All components for their products are purchased or acquired from suppliers mostly within the EU and all production is outsourced, with lead times for
component orders varying between 1-5 weeks. Two phases have been identified for the company’s production, the pre-order phase and post-order phase.
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The pre-order phase consists of design research, component orders, ATO production and product
testing; while the post order phases consist of order confirmation, packaging, and delivery. The
order confirmation is automatic and CUITU employs a hybrid model of Make-to-Stock and Assemble-to-Order manufacturing policies to save costs on inventory. This is done so that customer satisfaction is achieved by not waiting too long for a product delivery once an order is placed, especially in moments where demand peaks or before events. In an attempt to promote sustainability
and customer satisfaction, all CUITU products are shipped with RFID chips which include a care
package when scanned by the user that presents information for the use of sustainable materials
and how the user can maintain the product.

1.2 Research Objectives and Questions
The company objectives for delegating this research are presented in this chapter in order to define the objectives of the research.

1.2.1 Company Objectives
Based on numerous meetings and e-mail exchanges with CUITU, it became increasing clear that
customer satisfaction was important for the company. Through developing their returns logistics,
customers could have increased confidence in shopping with them. The following dilemmas were
posed as objectives for designing and developing their returns logistics process:

•
•
•
•

how to handle returned products?
how do the materials and information flow during the process?
how reclamations can be harnessed for product development?
how to maintain a good customer experience?

An email conversation that presented these objectives to commence this research is attached in
Appendix 1.
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1.2.2 Research questions
The research questions of this thesis are derived from the company’s objectives above regarding
the development of a return’s logistics process. As such, the first research question RQ1 is formatted as:

RQ1. How to develop returns logistics?

Theory will be analyzed to answer this question from which the actual process can be constructed.
The process must then identify the movement of both information and materials in the reverse
flow, which leads to the supporting sub-question RQ2:

RQ2. Which processes are involved in returns logistics?

To improve the choices of products offered to customers, and so that the returns process can be
continually optimized for performance, a second sub-question RQ3 is actualized.

RQ3. How can continuous development be achieved with returns logistics?

There are not many studies published on the development of returns logistics in start-up
companies, nor more so for a premium fashion brand. Hence, this research contributes t literature
on the subject returns logistics. This research paper could thus serve as a foundation for
developing a returns logistics in other businesses related to e-commerce, start-ups, or premium
fashion.
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1.3 Research risks
The COVID-19 pandemic is a big risk factor for this research as there is uncertainty in effective
research adoption due to weekly changes in law enforcement from government and health
services. Additionally, the author, the thesis supervisor, and the case company’s representatives
are located in different cities which complicates scheduling interviews and meeting times resulting in delays and miscommunication. These risks have been minimized through effective
scheduling, such as by organizing meeting times in advance and through the use of online meeting
platforms such as the Zoom application.

1.4 Structure of the study
Chapter 1 has introduced the research and outlined its research questions. The next chapter – 2,
presents the methodology for conducting the research, followed by the literature review in chapter 3 that underlines relevant theory for this thesis. From this an analysis is conducted in chapter
4, that analyses theory by creating a conceptual strategic model as a framework for designing the
logistics process for the case company. Chapter 5 presents the results of the analysis by summarizing key solutions. This is then followed by a short discussion of the results and a conclusion in
Chapter 6. Figure 2 summarizes this structure graphically.

Company
goals

Research
(Literature
review)

Figure 2. Structure of the study

Conceptual
strategic
model

Process
Design

Results
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2 Methodology
The methodology explains how data is used to answer the research questions. The research uses a
grounded theory approach to create a conceptual model for strategically managing returns. This
conceptual model enables the returns process to be created with direction and purpose especially
for proposign the flow of materials and information. Both primary sources - such as interviews
and meetings with thecase company, as well as secondary sources – like literary publications, are
used to receive insights to support the analysis. All the data used is mostly qualitative, however,
quantitative data is used to construct a hypothetical scenario using mock data to predict and
mitigate a negative future performance of the returns process (found in chapter 5.6 Scenario
analysis).

2.1 Primary vs. secondary data sources
Data collection, especially for research, typically involve two types of data: primary data and secondary data. Both these types of data define the nature of the research, and the different methods of collection (Westat 2002, 43-44). Primary data is collected through interaction with an environment, while secondary data is gathered from established works. Primary data can be collected
from surveys, interviews, observations, case studies, and experiments, where these methods differ in cost and the quality of data provided. Secondary data on the other hand is can be obtained
from research articles, records, books, newspapers, biographies, published statistical data, and internet articles. Quality of secondary data often depends on the costs of methods used (ibid., 4962). According to Kabir (2016, 204) this makes primary data more reliable and objective because it
has not been altered or misrepresented.
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A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of both primary and secondary data is presented
in Figure 3 below according to Sultanbekov (2020, 13):

Figure 3. Advantages and disadvantages of primary and secondary data sources

2.2 Qualitative vs. quantitative research methods
Qualitative and quantitative research methods are both dominant methods for analyzing data. According to Eyisi (2016), qualitative research describes and analyzes the collected data in words, utilizing methods such as in-depth interviews, case studies, and observations. It can be is used to interpret primary and secondary data and provide unique and detailed information for the research.
On the other hand, quantitative research is often used for hypothesis testing where statistical
evaluations and numbers are involved in data analysis (Newman and Benz 1998, 18-19). According
to Eyisi (2016), the use of numbers offers a more to a scientific method that can be executed
quickly considering the use of modern statistical software. This makes generalization of data and
consequently validation easier.
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However, both methods do have their limitations with qualitative data having the possibility to involve researcher bias (Newman and Benz 1998, 16-17). Additionally, this type of data has limited
collection possibilities and can incur significant expenses (Westat 2002, 49-51). Quantitative data
on the other hand, may not succeed in providing deeper insights to the subject being studied and
is heavily dependent on the quality and uniformity of analyzed data. There can also be great volumes of data which can be tricky to handle and the use of statistical instruments reduces the researcher’s flexibility and creativity (Eyisi 2016).

2.3 Grounded theory method
The grounded theory approach uses inductive methods for conducting qualitative research aimed
at constructing middle-level theories from data. It provides focused, abstract, and
conceptual theories that explain the studied empirical phenomena. It enjoys considerable
significance because it (Charmaz 2014, 1-20):

(a) provides definitive guidelines for conducting qualitative research;
(b) offers specific strategies for handling the analytic phases of inquiry;
(c) streamlines and integrates data collection and analysis;
(d) advances conceptual analysis of qualitative data; and
(e) legitimizes quantitative research as scientific inquiry.

2.4 Abductive research
Abductive research combines theory and empirical observation by which the original framework is
modified stochastically as a result of unanticipated empirical findings or theoretical insights (Dubois and Gadde 2002, 553-560). This is done to keep the objectives of the company in mind and
design parameters for processes using their available capabilities and resources. The author presents a critically explored analysis for the company to make its final decisions.
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3 Literature review
According to Rowley and Slack (2004, 31-39) the purpose of the literature review is to contextualize the research through identifying relevant literature that supports the study by increasing expertise and understanding of pertinent theory. Research needs to be informed by existing
knowledge in subject areas.

Concept mapping is a useful way of identifying key concepts (ibid.) in a collection of documents or
research areas as it can help clarify the structure of the literature review, identify search terms,
and understand theory, concepts, and its relationships with each other. Figure 4 presents a concept map to understand contextual theory in order to answer the research questions. This is explored in literature below and further explained in the analysis section.

Figure 4. Concept mapping
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3.1 Value
“Price is what you pay. Value is what you get.”
― Warren Buffett, American investor and business tycoon.

To develop a returns process, it is worth knowing what kind of value is created for the company
form this. To be competitive over other producers, a business must produce goods or services better or more cheaply than its rivals (Twin 2020). This may be defined as the ability to create more
value than its competition because value in its simplest term is the ability to increase functionality
or usefulness of something while reducing its overall costs or the ratio of function/cost (Lester
2007, 339-341). According to Lockwood (2010, 68), value is created through two rationalities:

1. Competitive rationality: value perceived by the market
2. Organizational rationality: base of the value created through process improvement and
performance of projects.

Competitive advantages as a result of value creation can be assessed by factors such as profitability, market share, brand recognition, customer retention etc. (The Concept of Business Value
Explained 2020). Managing for value improves efficiency as it improves performance of products
and services to meet the short-term and long-term needs of both the organisation, and its end users by clearly defining objectives and scope. (The Office of Government Commerce 2010). It supports decision-making based on maximizing value for money and encourages innovation through
utilizing fewer resources to meet objectives. It also involves effective engagement of stakeholders
to reconcile their diffeereing needs. When managing a process for value, the main concern is the
strategic question of ‘what’ should be done to upgrade performance. On the other hand, engineering for value answers more tactical issues of ‘how’ to implement these changes (Lester 2007).
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3.1.1 Value chain
Value management and value engineering involves looking for cost reduction across all echelons
of an organization without sacrificing either its performance or the quality levels. In order to look
holistically into how value is created, Porter (1985) presents the value chain definition as being a
combination of systems and subsystems that an organization uses to make money. These are broken down into five primary activities: inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing
and sales, and services. The goal of these activities is to create value that exceed its costs.

Figure 5. Value chain, adapted from Porter (1985)

The supply chain is part of this value chain, which comprises of the flow of all information, products, materials, and funds between different stages of creating and selling a product or service
(Taver 2020). It can be described by three main functions: supply of raw materials, transformation
of raw material into intermediate products or finished goods, and distribution of goods to end-customers (Aït-Kadi, Chouinard, Marcotte, & Riopel 2012).
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Supply of raw
materials

Transformation
of raw
materials into
finished goods

Delievery of
finished goods.

Figure 6. Supply chain functions, adapted from Aït-Kadi et al. (2012)

The supply chain can be thought of as the steps involved in getting a product from its creation
stage to the customer, while the value chain focusses on creating value in each of these stages to
promote competitive advantages. Both the supply and value chain typically deal with forward
flows of goods. However, goods are increasingly being returned by customers back to manufacturers, putting pressure on supply and value chains to manage the returns flow effectively. The primary goal of logistics in any organisation is to support the customer service goals in an effective
and efficient manner (Lambert, Stock and Ellram. 1998, 24).

3.1.2 Closed loop supply chain
A closed loop supply chain is the design, control and operation of a system that maximises the
ability in a product’s lifecycle to create value particularly pertaining to recovery of returns across
different types and volumes (Guide Jr, Harrison, and Van Wassenhove 2003). It involves the combination of forward and reverse logistics to ensure that recovery is done a sustainable manner both
socio-economically and ecologically (Kumar N, and Kumar R 2013, 455-468). Forward and reverse
logistics are different from each other and can be met with varying complexity, making the requirements for its management unique. Table 2 below presents the differences between forward
logistics and returns logistics according Tibben-Lembke and Rogers (2002).
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Table 2. Differences between forward and reverse logistics

Forward Logistics

Reverse Logistics

Product quality is uniform

Un-uniform produt quality

Dispostion options are clear

Disposition is not clear

Routing of productc are unambiguous

Routing of products is ambiguous

Costs are eaily understood

Costs are less understood

Consistent inventory management

Inconsisten invenotry management

Easy identification of market

Hard to identify market and customer

Visibility is more transparent

Visibility is less transparent

3.2 Reverse logistics
When goods are returned, they are not usually in a good condition anymore. To deal with returns
effectively, a company’s reverse logistics must be well implemented. According to The Council of
Logistics Management,

“reverse logistics is the process of planning, implementing, and controlling the
efficient, cost effective flow of raw materials, in-process inventory, finished goods and
related information from the point of consumption to the point of origin for the
purpose of recapturing value or proper disposal”.
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Figure 7 below presents the flow from reverse logistics activities according to Srivastava et al.
(2006).

Figure 7. Flow diagram of reverse logistics activities

To design the returns logistics process, existing production steps must be identified to redirect the
reverse flow into the current supply chain and to utilize existing resources to optimize costs (Russo
and Frankel 2007, 586). Just as supply chains must be managed for efficiency, so must the reverse
process. According to Kulikova (2016) and Seppälä (2010), it is worth noting that processes cannot
exist separately from the supply chain when desinging a returns logistics process. By connecting
the returns channel to other logistics activities such as transportation, purchasing, production,
warehousing etc, it offers the bussines an opportunity to acheive sustainable competitive
advantages, especially by controlling it through supply chain management from an outbound
perspective.
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Figure 8. Forward vs. reverse supply chain

Reverse logistics is a high source of untapped value (Seppälä 2010). Re-estimating the value of
reverse logistics and optimizing its activities is vital for an organization to remain competitive
(Chan H, Yin & Chan F 2010, 6293-6313). According to Mai, Chen and Anselmi (2012), companies
enjoy reduces costs, recaptured value, and improved customer relationships when they excel in
reverse logistics.

Furthermore, Jayaraman and Luo (2007, 3) find that firms risk jeopardising their reputation and
image when they do not address an effective strategy for reverse logistics. Companies could
increase profitability and improve its market share from reduced requirements for materials
through an effective reverse logistics process. This, combined with the costs of managing returns
back into the supply chain makes it necessary to address returns management in order to handle
reverse logistics profitably.
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3.2.1 Reasons for returns
Each type of return requires a specific treatment process. Knowledge of a product return will improve the opportunities of value recovery through availability of the right processing options with
the right resources. Several sources indicate varying reasons for returns. According to Fernandez
(2004, 58), the reasons product enter the reverse flow can be categorized by three main issues.
Those which extend the product life span, those which allow the enlargement of the material
lifecycle, and other options, According to Aït-Kadi et al. (2014, 38), and Eliav (2020), the following
are cited as reasons for returns:

•
•
•
•
•

Return of unused product – if a customer does not like it
Commercial return – failed delivery
Return of products under warranty – damage to a product.
Wastes and products derived from network activities.
Packaging – extra packaging like cartons etc.

Additionally, research data by Jayaraman and Luo (2007, 63) in figure 9 present reasons for product returns:

Figure 9. Rationale for product returns
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Figure 10 presents commonly cited reasons for returns from both a reseller and customer point of
view (ibid.).

Figure 10. Commonly cited reasons for product returns

Product returns can be categorized into two groups (Stock, Speh, & Shear 2006):

1. Controllable returns - These can be avoided or eliminated by company’s actions, such as
implementing strategies in the forward logistics process that minimize a cause for example
improved forecasting and product handling.
2. Uncontrollable returns - Companies have little to no contorl over these returns in the short
term. These returns are inevitable and therefore good processes must be developed to
handle them efficiently.
As a primitive strategy, companies should attempt to eliminate controllable returns from happening while concurrently developing optimal processes to hadle uncontrollable returns so that fewer
products are returned of which majority can re-enter the supply chain to be sold again. Product
returns can be profitable if managed and administered properly since costs can be saved as much
as 50%, as well as the ability to improve value recovery since each product incurs costs that subtracts the product’s value at every handling through the various return stages (ibid.).
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3.2.2 Challenges of returns
According to Fernandez (65-73) reverse logistics cannot be considered as the reverse version of
forward logistics as there are numerous challenges that arise with returns compared to the forward flow. These have to do with:

•

•

•

•

Uncertainty – related to time, quantity and diversity. It is uncertain when a returns will
take place and what would be the demand for that good which causes problems in inventory management. There is also uncertainty regarding the returned product’s condition to
plan the right resources efficiently.
Layout of the network – the network must be planned for efficiency of transport and warehousing operations. Offering good customer service through proximity has a trade-off with
costs of the network which affect profitability. Furthermore, one must knowing which activities to outsource to focus on core competencies.
Scope of activities – returns logistics has many more activities in the supply chain than forward logistics such as collection, transportation, sorting, disassembly, inspection etc. This
can make management of flow complex, especially when integrating in the forward supply
chain.
Volume – the amount of goods sipped back will be only a portion of the ones going forward
and thus pose a challenge to economies of scale in operations.

According to Dekker, Fleischmannn, Inderfurth and Van Wassenhove (2004, 381-405) reverse logistics in complex and prone to a high degree of uncertainty that affects the collection rates, availability of production inputs, and capacities in the reverse channel.

Stakeholders are often not aware of total costs in the reverse flow due to limited visibility, bringing huge potential to reduce these costs (Bernon, Rossi, & Cullen 2011, 14). These costs can be
nine times as high as the same products moving down the forward supply chain (Lambert 1998,
20-24). These costs come from activities that support the logistics process and include costs of customer service, transportation, warehousing, order processing and information, lot quantity, and
inventory carrying costs (ibid.). According to Jacobsen and Larsen (2014), managers need insight
into not only the amount of cost savings and new revenue streams, but also on all total costs in
the reverse supply chain. From their study, the following general costs can be identified:
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1. Investment cost - Investment cost refers to the cost of set up of the reverse logistics
process, which includes infrastructures such as webpages, materials, as well as
costs of training staff with the new processes.
2. Materials handling - Cost of materials handling includes cost of collection, inspection, as well as internal movement.
3. Cost of product recovery - Cost of product recovery, includes the costs in materials
needed to remanufacture, refurbish, or pack the new product. These costs can also
include costs of disposal.
4. Inventory - Inventory costs include the costs of the return product occupying space,
as well as the costs of spoilage over the period that it lies in stock.
5. Remarketing (cannibalization included) - Costs of remarketing includes the costs
that the marketing team put into finding new markets for the product, and can also
include the loss in revenue if the product is being sold at a lower price. Cannibalization is also another aspect of the remarketing costs which is when the returned
goods are reintroduced into markets where regular goods are sold which leads to
the return goods absorbing the sales of the regular products.

3.3 Returns Management
Product returns affect the physical flows (e.g. sales), financial flows (e.g. profitability), and the
information flows (e.g. inventory levels) – caused by a mismatch between supply and demand.
Therefore, the supply chain as a whole can become more efficient by implementing an effective
returns management. Having returns gives a company the opportunity to generate revenue by
recapturing value, particularly through reworking and re-selling what has been returned. A good
return process allows a company to quickly resell a returned item before its value depreciates
(Seppälä 2010). From a service perspective, service levels can be improved by reselling returned
items to customers sooner and consequently reduce the amount of cash tied to inventory (Stock
et al. 2006).

According to Mai et al. (2012, 45), returns management refers to the management of returned
products for the purpose of capturing value or proper disposal. This is needed to control and asses
the performance of the reverse function. Management and control can be organized by having
standard processes that can be monitored over time to track performance of the returns flow and
make improvements over time. Managing product returns is an efficient and cost-effective
method of increasing interest in not only the business itself, but also on research and development. This improves customer service levels that leads to a higher customer retention rate, which
in turn contributes to profits (Srivastava et al. 2006).
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Some factors that lead to good performance of the reverse flow are (Mai et al. 2012, 47 - 55):

1. Return Management Orientation (Strategy) – business wide understanding of the importance of handling returns.
2. Internal Collaboration – for effective alignment of firm’s resources, particularly through information sharing and process coordination because of the uncertainty associated with reverse flow.
3. Reliable and accurate information - improves management especially with good information systems for effective decision making
In addition to these factors, Bernon et al. (2011, 489) studied value creation as a competitive advantage in the reverse flow and found three dimensions to returns management that reinforce
each other to provide optimal results in the returns process. These dimensions are:
1. Operational performance – of the processes and physical network
2. Organisational integration – of supplies, functional teams and customers
3. Management reporting and control – of performance measures, and cost reporting

Dimensions of
returns
management

Operational
performance

Organisational
Integration

Management
reporting and
control

Physical network

Suppliers

Cost reporting

Process
management

Functional

Performance
measurement

Customer

Figure 11. Dimensions of returns management, adapted from Bernon (2011)
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Additionally, using an activity-based approach can help improve logistics performance by identifying where costs incur across the whole supply chain, and not just at a certain process or function.
Improvements can also be sought by capitalizing on avoidance techniques to prevent returns from
happening in the first place (ibid., 484-510).

According to Eliav (2020) the returns experience matters just as much as the delivery experience
because a bad delivery experience deters the customer away from the seller. Transparency is crucial for the customer and efficient communications with them goes a long way in improving their
experience.

3.3.1 Strategic vs. tactical vs. operational planning
Aït-Kadi et al. (2012) provide an excellent foundation for the processes needed to develop returns
logistics. To design an effective returns process, three main planning phases need to be identified.
These are the strategic, tactical and operational planning phases. With respect to returns management, those firms that are more highly integrated, with strategic and operational procedures in
place and a strong supply chain orientation appear to be better positioned to react, or “pro-act” to
their changing world. (Russo et al. 2007, 19)

Strategic decisions are long term decisions that establish and modify a network’s available resources in a cost effective and fluid manner across workstations (Aït-Kadi et al. 2012, 134-140).
According to Mai et al. (2012, 47-55), A good strategy is crucial for a good returns management
because establishing an organizational level of importance on returns help firms appropriately define processes and achieve better performance from its reverse flow. As a result, general network
components are therefore key parts of strategic decisions which can be specific in each industry
and may vary in terms of complexity. They are determined by (Aït-Kadi et al. 2012, 134-140):

•
•
•

Target market identification - location of facilities and customers,
General processes – integration of material, information, and capital flow,
Logistics network design – identification of business units and capital for the return.
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Tactical decisions are decisions made for the mid-term timeline that involve using available
resources effectively, such as work force, sales, production schedule, and tranpsortation - to name
a few. Tactical and operational decisions involve allocating resources to activities based on a network’s requirements. It is based on policies and rules from strategic decisions that the availability
of human and material resources is planned. Tactical decisions typically involve decisions like
(ibid., 141):

•
•
•
•
•
•

Estimated process time
Number of resources needed
Quality levels
Division of collection
Definition of inventory control
Lot sizing

Operational decisions are taken on a day-to-day basis and involve the detailed execution of
schedules to achieve target profits and performance goals, such as what, when, where, and how
much to produce). Operational planning is having concrete values instead of estimates, and typically deals with the day-to-day. It is the process of linking strategic goals to tactical ones. Forecasts
fuel the strategic and tactical decision while effective volumes trigger operational decisions. AïtKadi et al. (2012) present some operational decisions:

•
•
•
•

Re-assembly scheduling
Collection, sorting and transportations selection
Troubleshooting
Supply order

3.3.2 General returns process
Literature differs in exactly what process stages are needed in a returns process, especially since
each company across industries have different stage requirements. Despite this, they also share
similarities since certain return stages are often common across industries. Drawing on these various sources, a compilation derived from several authors like Aït-Kadi et al. (2012), Seppälä (2010),
Bernon et al. (2011), and Rogers et al. (2002), suggest 4 generic main stages for reverse logistics:
Gatekeeping, Collection, Sorting, and Treatment. In addition to these stages, Chan et al. (2010)
also recognize inventory management as a core element in reverse logisitics.
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Gatekeeping
According to Seppälä (2010, 17-18), gatekeeping is an important stage in the returns process to
determine if an item is approved for a return or not. This comes with an understanding of opportunities offered and the time sensitivity of returns. Successful gatekeeping is a product of controlling the volume of returns without damaging customer service levels. Bernon et al. (2011, 7) says
that this creates an opportunity to maximise an asset’s value potential while minimising its operational costs.

Gatekeeping is the procedure of formally assessing the return request, where the company handles the request based on its policies and then notifies the customer of the decision. The purpose
of gatekeeping is to ensure the reliability of the return request and to ensure the cheapest possible solutions are offered to sustain value. It eliminates unnecessary costs by avoiding products
that should not be returned and aims to find the minimal cost for achieving a resolution.

Collection
The collection stage refers to the transport and recovery of returned products. At this stage, products are transported and then collected at relevant facilities for required rework. The responsibility and methods utilized are based on service levels the business wishes to provide along with incurred costs. (Srivastava et al. 2006; Aït-Kadi et al. 2012, 49). According to Seppälä (2010, 19),
tradeoffs are required at this stage between speed, consolidation, and space. Furthermore, (Robinson A. 2009) finds that a key challenge in reverse logistics is proper identification of a return by
properly matching collected items to its original orders. Since customers are managing their own
returns, there is considerable variation in the labelling and contents.

Sorting
The sorting stage validates the obtained information from the gatekeeping and collection stages,
to authorize entry to the next process stages. If a company only owns one processing center, the
stages consists of sorting, consolidating, and routing products toward treatments within a single
site. However, in more complex networks, in-transit inventory between different sites become
important (Aït-Kadi et al. 2012, 54).
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Treatment
Some literature refers to this stage as either processing or disposition, where processing work is
carried at the respective sorting destinations. Processing options depend on the nature, characteristics, age, and condition of the returned products, along with its sales possibility and stock
level. Processing options include (Aït-Kadi et al. 2012, 54-62):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Repackaging – placing a returned product in an original or new package.
Repairing – transforming damaged or non-operational products to an operational
condition.
Disassembling – taking out components or modules of a product to reuse them.
Reconfiguring – modifying a product configuration in preparation for similar use.
Remanufacturing – reworking a module, component or entire in product in preparation for
its reuse.
Updating or upgrading – replacing previous versions of an item to a current version
Recycling – extracting raw materials from products
Donating – giving another life to operational products by giving them to non-profit
organisaitons selling on secondary markets, or disposing it.

According to Lambert (1998, 188) disposition impacts the performance of reverse logistics, where
appropriate disposition seeks to maximize value recovery and reduce costs based on how it can be
reused on salvaged.

Inventory management
It is one thing to bring the goods back but many companies don’t have a plan of what to do when
it does come back, so it just takes up space. Inventory management is also a key activity of confirming if a product meets anticipated demand. It controls product, module and component availability by taking into account needs and capacity limits (Sun 2013). Using safety stocks can improve
a system’s performance by reducing response time for processing. Limits may be set to control
how much stock is in queue for processing or sitting in inventory after processing by which other
options may then be chosen.
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Returns bring new materials back into the supply chain which can cause delays for supplier orders,
making information on the evolution of stocks necessary to anticipate returns and plan production
activities (Seppälä 2010, 71). Also, new information could question a choice of option and direct to
a more relevant option (ibid.). Too much inventory can freeze production, while too little damages
customer satisfaction due to bigger lead times to delivery (Sun 2013).

There are two models presented for inventory review: the periodic review system, and the continuous review system (ibid.,241). Under the continuous review system transactions trigger an immediate update for the status of inventory positions, while under periodic review systems the stock
status is determined every R units of time, for e.g. R=1 day, or R=1 week. The use of point-of-sale
data collection systems, such as the use of electronic scanners, permits transaction reporting that
provide data for checking the status of inventory positions, and such systems have dramatically
reduced reviewing costs and errors. Table 3 presents advantages and disadvantage of using the
periodic and continuous review systems. (ibid.)

Table 3. Advantages and disadvantages between periodic and continuous inventory review
systems

Review system

Advantages

Disadvantages

Periodic Review

•

•

•
•

Continuous Review

•
•
•

Several items can be coordinated for order at the same
time.
Reasonable prediction of
staff work load.
More effective at detecting
spoilage because a review is
forced after a certain time
period.
Order can be made at any
moment in time.
Lower review costs and errors for slow moving items.
To provide same customer
service level as periodic review, there is a lower carrying cost.

•

•

•

Risk of stock out if there is a
high demand before review.
High carrying costs

More expensive in terms of
review costs and review errors, especially for fast moving items.
No clear manual review is
possible when transactions
are done automatically.
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Inventory policies
There are four commonly used policies for inventory of which two are attributed to continuous review systems, and two others to periodic review systems. The inventory control policy is the next
step after determining the item classification and review period (ibid., 242)

Under the continuous review system, the two policies are:

1. Order Point, Order Quantity (S,Q) system
2. Order Point, Order-Up-to-Level (s,S) system
In the s,Q system, the inventory position and not the net stock is used to trigger an order as it
takes account of the material requester but not yet delivered by supplier. This is a system where a
fixed quantity Q is ordered whenever the inventory position drops to the reorder point s or lower.
It is necessary that Q is set to a large enough number than the average demand of its lead time. An
advantage with such a system is that is simple and easy to understand, thereby reducing chances
of errors. On the other hand, a disadvantage would be its inability to cope with transactions that
are larger than the stock it has on hand during the lead time for Q products to arrive.

The s,S system has similar characteristics as s,Q where a new order is placed when goods drop below level s. However, it differs by ordering up to level of a variable replenishment quantity S than
ordering a standard Q units. This system is also referred to as min-max system because the order
level is always between minimum level s and maximum level S (ibid.). An advantage with the s,S
system is that associated costs may be lower than the s,Q system, but it comes at the disadvantage of needing higher computational effort. The system may therefore be a better choice
when potential savings are appreciable. Another disadvantage with s,S policies is that it does not
offers suppliers predictability as the order sizes are not always standard, therefore increasing
chances of errors and reducing convenience for suppliers. (ibid., 243)

On the other hand, under the periodic review system, the policies are:

1. Periodic review, Order-Up-to-Level (R, S) system
2. R,s,S system
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The R,S system best serves companies with lower sophistication in computer systems and is often
seen when items are ordered form the same supplier. This policy is also called the replenishment
cycle system and works by ordering up to a standard S level every R period. An advantage of this
policy is that it is much easier to coordinate replenishment levels to reduce frequency of orders
which can provide cost savings and also offers an opportunity to constantly readjust inventory levels every period so they are suitable. Its main disadvantage is the higher carrying costs (ibid., 244)

The R,s,S system is a hybrid of the s,S and R,S system by which the inventory is checked every period R, and only when inventory is below s can a new order-to-level S be placed. It may be seen as
the periodic version of s,S system. An advantage of this system is that under generic conditions, it
may offer lower total costs than other systems. However, it comes with disadvantages of having
higher computational efforts and being much more difficult to understand than others.

A returns ratio equal or close to one would mean excessive stock on hand. On one hand, the holding costs go up displaying the same behaviour as total costs, but for moderate values of returned
stock, costs are compensated to an extent by a smaller reorder level. For high return values replenishment orders are rare and costs decrease towards zero due to the lower levels required.

Equation 1. Formula for return ratio
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3.4 Process improvement
“It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent that
survives. It is the one that is the most adaptable to change.”
― Charles Darwin, Father of evolutionary studies

In addition to the above-mentioned stages of the returns process, the analyze and support stage
can be included for post-returns handling. Successful companies implement policies, procedures
and practices, and subject them to continuous measurements, evaluations and improvements
(Stock et al. 2006). Process improvement involves optimizing the performance of a process by
identifying, analysing and improving it to comply with best-practice standards. It may also happen
that quality improves or that the user experience is optimized for end-users (White 2019).

Data is a crucial element of continuously developing the functions of reverse flow as it allows for
evidenced-backed decisions to improve both products and processes. According to Robinson,
(n.d), the right type of data collection can protect a company from risk through continuous
improvement efforts. This is about more than simply executing one-time events but rather
watching reverse logistics data over time to see most ocurring problems so that porcesses can be
improved for value delivery.

According to Jayaraman and Luo (2007) and Fernandez (2004, 54), returned merchandise offer
first-hand information about products that are not being sold as expected that provide detailed
insights regarding its promotional effectiveness, product performance or deficiencies, consumer
expectations, and profitability. This permits companies to react quickly and increase its activities
to the market. Additionally, the reliability and maintainability of products provide insights to
companies about predictive maintenance to evaluate the extent of the offered warranty (Aït-Kadi
2012).

Goetsch and Davis (2013, 486) say that planning enables an organization to anticipate needs and
potential problems, as well as to determine what resources could satisfy them. It is important to
select areas for improvement as even the most successful organizations have limited resources.
Having an estimation for returns can help improve the effective and estimation of reverse logistics
network especially since returns is attributed to high uncertainty. This can be done through data
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collection of existing returns, where input data may be segreagated among two categories (Srivastava et al. 2006):

(1) Returns data related to type and time variation amounts for each returned product.
(2) Operations and cost related parameters, such as costs of the facility, processing costs, recovery
rates, storage costs, transportation costs, resale prices and so on.

3.4.1 Performance indicators
To continuously improve processes, knowledge into current performance is needed to see where
improvements can be made. This is possible thorough recording data which is used to monitor and
maintain control of processes to ensure they are performing efficiently Bernon et al. (2011, 485 500). A key challenge in design performance indicators is the extent to which the data can be understood by all parties. For this reason, there must be standardization across all stakeholders, both
internal and external.

According to Sunol (2020), the use of KPIs are a key ingredient in this process of evaluation performance and allows the company to closely evaluate its processes and determined how to achieve a
cost-effective operation. A key performance indicator (KPI) is a tool to help you measure the
success of your warehouse optimization initiatives. Some KPIs that could be useful are mentioned
below (ibid.; Rogers, Lembke, & Benardino 2013):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Return rate – provides information to analyse causes.
Total cost per return – provides information on cost structure and identify alternative
methods to save costs.
Scrap rate – provides information to identify alternatives to recover material value.
Cycle time – how quickly value is being recaptured.
Amount of product recaptured – identify losses from failure to recapture value.
Energy consumption – provides information into sustainability costs.
Distance travelled – identify locations to build future networks
Materials recycled - identify which materials value is lost due to inability to be reused.
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3.4.2 Information systems for operational efficiency
According to studies reviewed by Bernon et al. (2011, 11), the economic performance of an organisation is positively impacted by the capabilities of information technology in reverse logistics.
Their study also states that significant technology support is needed to improve operations due to
the complex nature of reverse logistics. Information systems can be used at various stages in the
returns process to collect information necessary to optimize the reassembly line and make optimal
procurement decisions to diagnose activities (Chan et al. 2010). This includes adjusting inventory
problems quickly and helping the remanufacturing line identify value and wastes of returned products.

In the development stage, the use of information systems could store product’s details, such as
specifications and other attributes for future reverse logistics activities. This improves decision
making and brings in more efficiency in the reverse flow. Development of reverse logistics starts
from capturing, analyzing and utilizing returns data.

Compared to the traditional approach to returns logistics which may take several weeks of aggregation, sorting, and consolidation, a modern strategic approach is proposed which leverages technological infrastructure to provide complete data visibility throughout the returns supply chain to
complete the task in a day (KPMG 2017). Advanced analytics and big data are key factors in technological infrastructures to make predictive decisions that has potential to streamline the reverse
flow by supporting network planning and optimization. Figure 12 below depicts how the strategic
approach compares to the traditional one by clearly showing the 60% reduction in steps needed to
identify a suitable disposition. This reduction in steps can be directly related to the reduction in
costs from having to deal with those steps (ibid.).
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Figure 12. Traditional vs. strategic (technological) approach

According to Eliav (2020) Automation can improve efficiencies and therefore digitizing the supply
chain can reduce losses. Integrating the systems is also crucial because it reduces the need for
double work especially when order numbers may be different between logistics service provider
order number and retailer’s order number.

A firm’s communication system may range from a sophisticated information system to a simple
word-of-mouth communication among stakeholders (Seppälä 2010, 33-42). Additioanlly, Aït-Kadi
et al. (2014, 78) claim that information systems should be able to deal with the relevant activites
to support reverse logistics such as return management, inventory management, production
planning, and product improvement. However, the challenge is in finding a suitbale software
application as not too many exist for this funciton, and many companies have sought their own
solutions.
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Despite the efficiency and cost benefits from using information technology, digitalization, and automation in the returns process, there are two limitations that need to be addressed. The first is
poor quality of data collected, so the right type of data must be collected or else it limits the sufficient coordination in the supply chain. The second is commercial returns logistics software is not
found so easily and very few firms have successfully automates information support in the returns
process. (Biehl, Prater, and Realff, 2005)

The use of technology and automation in data processing through IT systems improves quality as
the maturity of quality ratings achieve the highest level when such things are automated (Hanover
Research 2020). Integrated information systems brace an organization’s quality efforts by reducing human errors from automation, and through providing real time information that can be responded to immediately. This has the benefits of improving customer service by reducing an order’s cycle time and having it perform with increased consistency (Lambert 1998).

3.5 Quality
“Quality is remembered long after price is forgotten.”
― Aldo Gucci, Chairman of luxury Italian fashion house Gucci (1953 to 1986)

According to Kim-Soon (2012, 1-4) Quality is a perceptual, conditional and somewhat subjective
attribute of a product or service. There have been several validated quality consultants over the
years who have defined quality. Some of these definitions are presented below in table 4.
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Table 4. Interpretations of quality

No.

Author / Authority/Source 1

Definition

1

ISO 9000:2008, International

Degree to which a set of inherent

Organization for Standardization

characteristics fulfills requirements

2

Six Sigma (Motorola University)

Number of defects per million opportunities

3

Philip B. Crosby (1979)

Conformance to requirements

4

Joseph M. Juran (American Society for

Fitness for use

Quality)

5

Genichi Taguchi (1992)

Uniformity around a target value

6

Peter Drucker (1985)

It is not what a supplier puts in, but what the
customer gets out and is willing to pay for.

7

Edwards Deming (1986) and Walton,

Costs go down and productivity goes up as

Mary and Edwards Deming (1988)

improvement of quality is accomplished by
better management of design, engineering,
testing and by improvement of processes
according to market expectations
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From the definitions above, one can observe that quality is generally defined as reduction of
defficiencies through adherence with customer requirements. Furthermore, Zairi (1991,33) claims
that most definitions see quality as certain standards that need to be achieved, maintained and
improved relying on the following three customer quality determinants:

Table 5. Customer quality determinants

Customer quality determinants

Functions

Intrinsic

design, reliability and product life.

Extrinsic

environment, psychology of human
wants, information about products and
services, advertising, variety and warranties.

Composite

price, safety, maintenance and service,
and aesthetic aspects.

According to Wood (2013), the benefit of a quality program is determined by its ability to
contribute:

•
•

Customer satisfaction
Profit
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ISO 9000 standards address various facets of quality management, formed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). This organization is an international non-governmental organization playing an important role in simplifying global trade by providing common standards so
that products and services are safe, reliable and of good quality. Further more, ISO9001:2015 is
another member of the family of standards based on a number of quality management principles
including a strong customer focus, the implication of top management leadership, and continuous
improvement.

Additionally, it is interesting to know that changes in product or service quality have a strong
relationship with changes in market share, while changes in prices and/or advertising have a
weaker relationship with market share. (Zairi 1991, 30-50)

3.5.1 Quality control
Quality control (QC) is the adoption of techniques to attain, maintain or improve the quality standards of a product or service (ibid., 30-50). The ISO 8402:1986 defines quality control as the operational techniques aimed at monitoring a process and eliminating the causes of unsatisfactory performance for a positive economic impact by coordinating the links between:

•
•
•
•
•

Specification
Designing of products
Production/Assembly
Inspection of product ´/service
Monitoring for improvements

Quality management uses management modes and tools for quality assurance to control
processes in order to attain a consistent level of quality for its products and services (Kim-Soon
2012, 5). Quality assurance involves the process of checking, correcting, and controlling for compliance in reaching process objectives. This can be achieved through a set of documentations to
demonstrate standards of quality and reliability (Zairi 1991).
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Feigenbaum (1956) presents the following formula for total quality control:

Equation 2. Total quality control

The quality control activities done at the product planning, product design, and process design
stages are cited as ‘offline quality control’. On the other hand, quality control activities during production is referred to as ‘online quality control’. Online QC waits for special problems to occur and
attempts to maintain the process level. Offline QC tries to improve the process and optimize the
output, seeking to upgrade the quality level. Therefore, compared to on-line QC, off-line QC is
much more proactive (Su 2013).

3.5.2 Quality control tools
Quality control tools can be used to understand how well a process is performing through measuring, recording, analysing and controlling it so that desired outcomes are produced. These tools
generate valuable data that help managers make better decisions about implementing changes in
the process for optimal performance (Zairi, 1991, 87). To manage for quality, quality control must
be applied, where quality tools can be used for detecting deficiencies or irregular outcomes that
can be corrected before being passed further down the supply chain. The following quality tools
are defined for use:

Cause and effect diagram
This diagram is used to draw relationships of causes that can be traced back from a particular outcome. To utilize this an outcome is written down at one end and traced with arrows from categories of major causes where each category has the possibility of having numerous causes within.
This allows the construction of a short list of clear causes which can be identified by posing the
why question to identify the most probable cause (ibid., 103-104)
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Figure 13. Cause and effect diagram

Control charts
Control charts are typically presented graphically as s distribution curve where a mean μ and
standard deviation σ can be estimated. Using the mean and deviation one can measure of how
widely spread or distributed the measurements are, indicating if they are within stability or out of
control. Using central limit theorem upper and lower limits are set at ±3 deviations where (ibid.,
114):

68.3% of the variable values will be within μ± σ
95.4% of the variable values will be within μ± 2σ or probability of 5%
99.7% of the variable values will be within μ± 3σ or probability of 0.26%
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Figure 14. Normal distribution of a continuous variable

Scatter diagrams and regression models
These diagrams and regression models establish relationships between two variables. It serves as
an investigative tool by controlling changes in causes (or predictor variables) to plot or estimate an
effect on these causes (or outcome variable). Using scatter diagrams can be used when dealing
with complex processes where the causes of variables are not obvious or appear to have a similar
impact on its effect (ibid., 112-113).
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Figure 15. Scatter diagram

Data can be used to test the relationships of various variables through hypothesis tests, such as
the hypothesis of receiving a return. This can be done through predicting the outcome variable returns from using predictor variables. One such regression model is the binary logistics regression
which predicts the likelihood of either/or events. It predicts the outcome of a variable that is categorially formatted from one or more categorical continuous predictor variables - meaning when
these variables are non-numerical (Tranmer & Elliot 2008, 1-10). This means it predicts the likelihood of outcome Y, which in this case will be the likelihood of getting a return. The odds ratio is
central to the interpretation of a logistic regression, as it indicated the change in odds resulting
from a unit change of a predictor variable. The formula expression of the odds rationis presented
below in equation 3.
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Equation 3. Odds ratio

For this model to express non-linear relationships in a linear way, it uses logarithmic transformations expressed as the logarithm of odds p/1-p where p is the probability of a Y outcome occurring (ibid.). This is expressed in equation 4.

Equation 4. Logarithmic expression of odds

Using the binary logistics regression the probability of getting a returns Y is represented as a function of variables X1, X2, X3 and so on (ibid.). This is demonstrated through the formulas in equation 4 and equation 5.

Equation 5. Xn variables expression in binary logistic regression

This expression can be simplified to give equation 5:

Equation 6. Simplified Xn expression in binary logistic regression
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These equations 4 and 5 are presented in graphical form below in figure 16 where the Y axis is the
probability of 0 < p < 1.

Figure 16. Graphical representation of binary logistic regression

The 5 whys analysis
The 5 whys analysis is an interrogative technique that explores the cause-and-effect relationship
of a specific problem by primarily identifying its root cause. The 5 in the name derives from an anecdotal observation of the quantity of iterations needed to resolve the problem (Siddiqui 2017). It
works by simply asking the question ‘why?’ to determine a problem’s cause and then once again
asking ‘why?’ to said cause to determine what caused that primary cause. This is repeated until a
root cause has been found, since each answer forms the basis for the next cause. This technique
helps uncover causes that may sometimes not be so apparent.
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The 8D method
8D method or the eight disciplines of problem solving is a process of identifying root problems, introducing a short-term fix and implementing a long-term solution in order to prevent recurring
problems. Although there are 8 steps in 8D, Zarghami and Benbow (2017) also introduce a preceding step D0 before the following 8 steps D1-D8. All these steps must be documented and are explained below:

Table 6. 8D steps, adapted from Zarghami and Benbow (2017)

8D steps

D0 Initiation

D1 Team Approach

D2 Define and Explain the Problem

D3 Interim Containment Action

D4 Root Cause Analysis

D5 Develop Permanent Correct Action

D6 Implement Permanent Corrective Actions

D7 Prevent Future Reoccurrence

D8 Congratulate the Team
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These 8D steps are explained below as:

D0 Initiation: At this step the management identifies a problem and isolates it from the process. A
quality alert is created and prerequisites to solving it are determined.

D1 Team Approach: A team with relevant knowledge and experience is established, led by a leader
who is an expert in 8D.

D2 Define and Explain the Problem: The team describes the problems in measurable terms and
may use the interrogative 5W & 2H tool to aid this description.

Table 7. 5W & 2H tool

5W & 2H tool

Definition

Who?

Who is making the complaint?

What?

What is the subject of the complaint?

When?

When did it start?

Where?

Where does the problem occur?

Why?

Why is the problem occurring? (educated guess)

How?

How did this problem occur? (educated guess)

How?

How many problems? (educated guess)
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D3 Interim Containment Action: The problem is isolated as a means of inspecting it thoroughly and
introducing a temporary fix until the root problem is solved.

D4 Root Cause Analysis: This is the most challenging part of the 8D and involves considering two
types of variability: special cause and normal cause variability, where special a cause is deeply hidden in the process and not so easily recognized. For the analysis we will use hard and soft problemsolving tools. Hard tools involve statistical analysis, while soft tools include team brainstorming, the
five why analysis, flow charts, and cause-and-effect diagrams.

D5 Develop Permanent Corrective Action: Once the root cause is analyzed, corrections are discussed that must be realistic, practical, cost effective, and robust against process variability.

D6 Implement Permanent Corrective Actions: Here, the corrective actions are validated at a large
production scale where everyone is trained or the changes and the team ensure that the corrective action does not create other issues.

D7 Prevent Future Reoccurrence: The improved process is monitored to see that all requirements
are met and that there is no performance metrics are not negatively affected or else the corrections would have to be remodified.

D8 Congratulate the Team: Recognize the team’s collective effort officially by the organization.
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Forecasting
To have a well performing return process, plans for handling reproduction must be somewhat estimated even with a process of high uncertainy as returns. Product forecasting reduces variability
for improved reverse performance. (Pal 2017, 864-906.) According to Hopp and Spearman (2014,
440-441), the starting point of production planning is forecasting. This is especially effective when
the effectiveness of current decisions depends on uncertain outcomes in the future.

It must be noted that the use of forecasts presents an estimation of the future, and may in no way
offer any guarantee of this estimation. Nonetheless, they do give much better estimation of what
the future may be then going in blindly. The following laws in table 8 are presented to explain the
limitations of forecasts (ibid.):

Table 8. Laws of forecasting

Laws of forecasting

First law of forecasting

Forecasts are always wrong

Second law of forecasting

Detailed forecasts are worse than aggregate forecasts

Third law of forecasting

The further into the future, the less reliable the forecasts.

There are two distinct methods for forecasting: Qualitative forecasting and quantitative forecasting. Qualitative forecasting attempts to develop future scenarios by using the opinion of experts,
for example through the Delphi method, where experts are interrogated about some future subject. Quantitative methods on the other hand use mathematical models for making assumptions
about the future where either a casual model may be used; where future parameters (e.g., demand of product) are functions for other parameters (e.g., interest rate, GNP), or a time series
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models, where future parameters (e.g., demand for a product) are predicted as a function of past
parameters (e.g., historical demand) (ibid).

The Poisson distribution is a useful model for analyzing counts of events assumed to occur randomly at a time. When sampling from Poisson, its mean is a minimal sufficient statistic (Gart 1975)
The poisson distribution is useful for addressing the rate of success of an event as this helps model
the number of success expected over a fixed space or time (Fannon, Kadelburg, Woolley, & Ward
2012). The arrival of this event is independent of the events before. This is expressed through the
equation 16

Equation 7. Statement of Poisson distribution

Where, 𝜆 is the average rate of success. The probability of getting a certain outcome P(X) is
represented through the equation 17:

Equation 8. Poisson probability formula

Where expectation E(X) is 𝜆 and also variance Var(X) is 𝜆 (ibid.)
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3.5.3 Total quality management
Total Quality Management or TQM is a philosophy integrated in designing logistics systems to
achieve desired results by monitoring and controlling the execution of various logistic activities. It
monitors for problems even after quality control by being proactive in performing an activity the
right way, and continuing to perform it to their required levels (Lambert et al. 1998, 26-27). According to Goetch et al. (2013), TQM is a business approach that aims to maximize an
organisation’s competitiveness by continously improving the quality of its products, services,
people, processes and environments.

Figure 17. Traditinal vs TQM based business cycle, adapted from Zairi (1991, 218)

ISO 9001:2015 presents focus on customer as a quality management principle which can only be
brought about through proper communication to identify their requirement. In this process customer sets requirements, which governs how processes will be made in order to ensure successful
delivery to customer. From here, it is possible to measure customer satisfaction to see how far
their requirement and needs were met.
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Furthermore, the model ISO 9001:2015 views the process according to the PDCA cycle which is illustrated in figure 18 below

•

Plan: Planning the processes and resources needed to deliver wanted outcomes

•

Do: Implement the plans

•

Check: Monitor and compare the results against the wanted outcome

•

Act: Take action to improve performance if needed

Figure 18. Process approach by PDCA (ISO 9001:2015)

According to Kim-Soon (2012, 6), Sila (2005) reveiwed research work that links TQM practices with
multidimensional organistional peformances in terms of financial and non-financial measures,
some of which are presented in Figure 19 below.
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TQM

Financial
performance.
(Kaynak, 2003)

increasing market
competitiveness
(Chong & Rundus,
2004

increasing innovation
(Singh & Smith, 2004)

increases in
productivity (Rahman
& Bullock, 2005)

Figure 19. Effects of TQM on organisational performance

Organisational systems under TQM consist of a series of subprocesses that convert inputs to outputs and which then become inputs for the next transformation. The goal of TQM is to continuously add value over time, and reduce wastes and lead times (Zairi 1991,12).

There are 8 principles of total quality management (DeFeo 2019):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer focus – quality is determined by customer which makes their feedback crucial
Employee involvement - all employees must feel empowered to make decisions as they
share responsibility for quality of products and services.
Centered on process –process led-thinking controls the steps for assessing, maintaining,
and improving quality.
Integrated system – an integrated system that is applied to all functions and departments
keeps the idea of ‘total’ quality in check.
Strategic and systematic approach – a strategic plan for how the organization intends to
achieve its mission and business goals.
Decision making based on facts – business decision can only be influenced based on facts
for objectivity and clear input.
Communication – every member in the organization must be made aware of the decisions
taken in total quality management in order to best execute them.
Continuous improvement - creating a culture of continuous improvement to drive
employees to constantly investigate new practices that improve competitiveness and
deliver high-quality products.
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3.5.4 Cost of quality
Quality is a consumer’s value opportunity because they receive a positive experience when the
quality of products and processes are of high standards which leads them to create an emotional
bond with the band (Lockwood 2010). Consequently, when a product or service is of good quality,
the organisation is able to attract and retain its customers. Similarly, the organisaiton can lose its
customers from consumer’s dissatisfaction if a product or service has poor quality. Therefore, the
costs of poor quality not only refer to the immediate rework or disposal of returned products but
also to the loss of future sales, leading to lower organizational performance. (Kim-Soon 2012, 5).

Additionally, quality products and processes ensure that products reach the customer in a condition that is expected and therefore reduce the chances of returns coming back to the company
due to customer dissatisfaction. Quality improvement efforts not only result in lowering the
assoiciated costs of production but also leads toward improving customer service levels and
consequently customer satisfaction (Takao, Woldt and Bento da Silva 2017).

According to Feigenbaum (1991, 111), quality costs are defined as costs of control or confromance
and costs of failure or non-conformance, which are respectively further divided into prevention
and appraisal costs, as well as internal and external failure costs. This is depected for clarity in the
figure below.

Figure 20. Costs of quality
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According to Kim-Soon (2012, 5), Feigenbaum defines prevention costs as attempts to prevent
defects from occurring, while appraisal costs are those associated with detecting defects. Internal
failure costs stem from the defects that are caught within the organisation which can be dealt
with by repairing or discarding them, while external failure costs refer to those defects that reach
customers. Organsiations can individually determine the trade-off between prevention appraisal
costs and failure costs. Quality costing becomes an important tool for performance measurement
in this aspect by analysing how much is being invested into avoidance techniques versus actually
handling the returns when they happen (Bernon et al. 2011, 484 – 510).

Defective goods is a non-value adding cost (Goetsch et al. 2013). Defective processes may also be
seen as a non-value adding cost, and may be called wastes. Hence, the focus shifts to quality since
wastes must be eliminated when planning the returns process. Reduced wastes contribute to
value creation as resources are being directed to processes that create value. Therefore, quality is
identified as a requisite to eliminate wastes in inventory etc. Additionally, supplier partnerships
and the flow from the top of the chain affects how well requirements are met for customers good communication also important.
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4 Analysis:
In this chapter, literature is analyzed through a grounded theory approach to create a strategic
conceptual framework to guide the design of the returns process at CUITU.

4.1 Conceptual strategic model
To develop the returns process at CUITU, it must meet the company’s development objectives.
From the company’s objectives, it can be derived that customer satisfaction is a key goal for the
development of the returns process by offering customers the possibility of having a smooth return’s procedure and by improving future products and services that reduce the chances of returns. Additionally, as a start-up company developing the returns process must support the
growth of the business and therefore improve its competitive advantages. For the returns process
to bring competitive advantages, it must improve perception of the company to the market by
both supporting its ability to provide better products and services than competitors, and by handling the returns in a cost-efficient manner that creates value in the process. This can be achieved
through both the competitive and organisational rationality of value creation.

The competitive rationality can be achieved through becoming a more favorable business to customers by offering products and services of greater quality than competitors. For CUITU, this
means not only offering an option for handling returns that reduce the customer’s risk of shopping, but also eliminating the needs for returns the first time around. The organizational rationality
of value creation can be achieved by improving the process and reaching performance objectives
so that costs can be saved. The more costs saved, the more competitive CUITU becomes because
they have more revenue to invest in developing their brand further.

To meet both rationalities of value creation, the quality perspective is useful. Firstly, the quality
perspective emphasizes the commitment to customer satisfaction by reducing the potential of returns from good quality products and through reducing the customer’s risk of shopping by offering
the possibility for returns. Secondly, quality can be used in the PDCA cycle of the ISO 9001:2015
standard to monitor progress and make necessary adjustments to improve the process. In both
cases, the costs of quality are addressed through both the cost of poor quality, such as the costs of
handling returns, and the cost of good quality by preventing returns from coming back in the first
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place. Through the quality focus, CUITU gets cost visibilities by understanding the differences between the costs of preventions vs. the costs of handling returns. This information can help develop
processes that reduce loss of value from either prevention or from handling. Additionally, improving quality helps build a favourable brand image for offering premium products which are generally seen as having high quality standards. While quality is about increasing adherence to customer
requirement, value is taking advantage of this to stay competitive through improved customer attraction, retention, and profitability.

In addition to the notion by most authors that quality programmes should be both strategic and
comprehensive (Kim-Soon 2012, 8), Mai et al. (2012) also finds that returns are managed more effectively when they have a purpose or direction. This direction (or strategy), is how the returns
process can reach its goals. The strategy will also guide the tactical and operational decisions to
follow which would mainly deal with handling different products independently based on their
unique requirements. Figure 21 presents the derived conceptual strategic model for handling returns at CUITU by illustrating that competitive advantages of the returns process are driven to improve value creation through addressing quality management, and particularly through TQM –
reasons for which will be reasoned below.

TQM/
quality
improve
value
creation
Competitive
advantages

Figure 21. Conceptual strategy for handling returns
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Quality is a consumer value opportunity that strengthens the brand image to improve its competitiveness and achieve a larger market share - which is important for CUITU as a growing business.
To address this customer-focused returns process while also drawing emphasis for its continuous
improvement, the total quality management is applied to the process design as it addresses these
points from its principles. These principles are more proactive in detecting, reducing, and eliminating errors, and ensures proper communication across all stakeholders which improves the processes’ ability to capture value. Another reason to apply TQM is because their principles share similarities to the factors for good performance presented earlier by Mai et al. (2012) and Bernon et
al. (2011), particularly through strategic relevance, collaboration and integration, and control and
information for facts-based decisions making, making appropriate as management for the returns
process.

The TQM approach offers a holistic view of operations to value creation by focusing on long-term
change rather than short-term goals. Through continuous improvement, the company addresses
the causes of return’s costs and not just the symptoms, therefore maximizing its competitiveness.
The holistic nature of TQM in managing returns process can be treated as a system approach
where all stakeholders are involved in making optimal decisions for value creation. According to
Kim-Soon (2012, 8), this approach warrants an organization to retain customers and improve its
overall efficiency and profitability. TQM principles are applied to the process design by:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Customer focus - paying attention to customer requirement and grievances through PDCA
cycle to improve product and processes. This can be done through learning what the customer expects and how to better deliver this. Make it easy and accessible for them.
Employee involvement – collective decision making so that value input is received from all
functions of the returns process. This helps by working towards a common objective.
Process centered – there must be a clear process flow to the returns process explaining the
input and output locations of various stages of the process. Objectives must be stated and
to see how far actual results deviate from the planned process.
Integrated system – Have centralized functions to improve management and control of the
returns process.
Strategic and systematic approach – formulation of a strategic plan to achieving an
organization’s vision, mission, and goals.
Decision making based on facts – includes performance measuring to improve decision
making accuracy.
Communication – to ensure effective coordination of work processes and emphasizing the
totality of quality goals so that everyone is aware of the importance of the quality efforts.
Continuous improvement - to ensure the process is always functioning at its best even if
the environment changes. The PDCA cycle can be applied to this principle.
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4.2 Strategic decisions – network components
Since CUITU has no existing returns process, the emphasis turns to designing a strategic network
for facilitating their reverse flow. For this, the design of strategic network components are addressed according to the findings of Aït-Kadi et al. (2012) through using the conceptual strategic
model (see figure 22) as a framework for basing these decisions. In line with the conceptual strategic modelThese components are designed through total quality management principles with the
goal of sustaining value creation.

Strategic decisions for CUITU’s returns logistics design will involve determining general network
components identified in table 9 below. Each network component relevant to strategic decisions
are explained in the following subchapters.

Table 9. General network components at CUITU

General Network Components

CUITU’s perspective definition

Location

Target market and facility location

Policies

For guidance of effectiveness
at every stage of the returns process

Process Design

Flow of material and information

Customer Expectations

Development of the returns process and
product offering. (continuous development
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There is a trade-off between speed and cost efficiency when deciding an appropriate location for
returns logistics activities (Jayaraman et al. 2007). According to Aït-Kadi et al. (2012), this tradeoff
exists when deciding between centralized or decentralized activities. Decentralized activities are
be closer the customers and offer lower transportation costs, while centralized operations offer
greater economies of scale and lower total operating costs. Armed with this knowledge CUITU’s
existing production location at Barker is identified as a suitable location for the return’s facility because:

•

•
•
•

Production and storage already take place here, from which it has been observed that integrating reverse flow to forward flow can offer greater efficiencies according to Kulikova
(2016) and Seppälä (2010).
CUITU’s customers e-commerce business model serves customers over varying locations,
and they don’t have a strict geographical presence
CUITU is still a young business with limited resources for expansion.
Co-locating facilities is preferred as it is saves on capital and manpower investments, as
well as transportation costs. As costs go down and functional efficiency goes up, value creation potential increases (Srivastava et al 2006)

Policies are identified as part of a returns logistics’ strategic decisions as they define rules for operations by striking a balance between what the customer wants, and what a business can provide.
Policies are usually created as a form of avoidance to decrease costs of unnecessary movements.
These policies can be liberal or conservative and they affect the way the customers perceive and
interact with the business, where on one end the business is vulnerable to fraud and on the other
end it reduces a customer’s (Seppälä 2010; Jayaraman et al. 2007). Additionally, Bernon et al.
(2011, 8) finds that return’s policies managed at a strategic level leads to more efficient reverse
logistics flows.

These policies are not addressed in this thesis because it is a in depth topic for the company to decide and implement. Nonetheless, areas where policies may be needed are recommended to the
case company CUITU in chapter 5.5 - Creations needed.
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4.3 Process design
In this chapter, process design is addressed as a strategic network, specifically for material and information flow. Through mapping the returns process, a business becomes aware of hidden costs,
especially when a fair share of data is collected. To keep it simple, only the following stakeholders
in table 10 are identified for having to play an active role in designing of the returns process under
the conceptual model due to their key roles in management to deliver value under TQM.

Table 10. Active stakeholders in the returns process

Stakeholder

Role

Customer Service Team

Troubleshooting problems before returns, and maintaining positive customer experiences

Logistics Team (including production

Management of whole process includ-

team at warehouse)

ing tactical and operational decisions.
Responsible for updating inventory.

Financial Team

Responsible for handling financial transactions during returns and sales transactions.

Sales Team

Responsible for marketing and product
market re-entry decisions.
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4.3.1 Product and material flow
In order to be effective and incur minimal costs, it is advised that the returns process is designed in
a manner that is integrated with forward flow. This ensures fewer investments in resource investments by using existing infrastructure and is also applicable for CUITU since Barker has been determined as a strategic location. Although literature identifies 4 generic main stages in a typical return’s logistics process, this is not where the returns process would actually begin for CUITU. As an
e-commerce business, with no physical interaction with customers, the process must be adapted
to include a return request online. Therefore, figure 22 presents the general main stages for the
returns process for the case company:

Figure 22. General main stages of the retuns process

Table 11 presents how these stages are appropriate for CUITU as they could utilize them in their
returns process by:
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Table 11. Stages of the returns process at CUITU

Stage

Role

Return Request

Open a case and authorization number
to track and manage returns

Gatekeeping

Screening for validity and possible alternative solutions.

Collection

Verification for reliability of filed returns

Sorting

Directing product to the next appropriate process.

Treatment

WIP to sustain or recreate value.

Inventory management
Inventory management is important for controlling the queues of products that re-enter the supply chain and although it may be seen as a tactical decision for each product type, it is also necessary to know the strategic impact of general inventory on other functions of business. Inventory
control reduces overall costs and improves the resale revenues and delivery time by turning returned products into reusable products and parts, which ultimately recreates its value.

It can be demonstrated that every return triggers an instantaneous demand for some inventory –
either as final pieces, spare parts, or packaging material. In some cases, returns may affect a delay
in procurement orders because the returns act as additional inventory. This is especially relevant
for the sorting and treatment stages to determine queuing for WIP so that products may be temporarily stored somewhere before entering normal production cycle for the required rework.
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This means the economic order quantity can be affected depending on inventory limits, making
information on the evolvement of stocks necessary to anticipate returns and plan its subsequent
production activities. This can be done by analyzing the probability of getting returns so that a
good amount of stock is maintained to reduce the response time in processing the return. Figure
23 below illustrates how returns impact inventory control according to Sun (2013).

Figure 23. Retuns impact on inventory control

To conclude, the impact on inventory as a result of returns gets greater the closer the return ratio
is to one. Incontrast, controlling the timing of returns allows to reduce inventory costs towards
zero. In order to compensate the uncertainty, it is a matter of balancing the supply to demand
(ibid.).
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4.3.2 Information flow
As mentioned in the literature review according to Mai et al. (2012), Seppälä (2010, 42) and Bernon et al. (2011), collaboration is important between departments (or internal functions) as it is a
key driver for performance. Communication and co-operation are critical factors for collaboration
especially since various stakeholders can combine their expertise to resolve issues. Moreover,
good communication can facilitate for feedback in procedures and policies from the customer end.
This makes information flow mapping essential, especially in identifying problem owners at each
stage of the returns process who take responsibility for execution and communication.

There are 6 key stakeholders identified for the information flow in the returns process at CUITU:
the customer service team, the returns coordinator, warehouse personnel, sales/marketing team,
suppliers, and design team. Among these stakeholders, the returns coordinator is the central figure for communication and command of the entire returns process. Figure 24 depicts this information showing the returns coordinator as the central communication between stakeholders to
give direction and prevent miscoordination among stakeholders.

Customer
Service team

Suppliers

Sales/Marketing
team

Warehouse
personnel

Design Team

Returns
Coordinator

Figure 24. Stakeholder in the returns process at CUITU

Financial team
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The way the information will flow is directed by the design of the materials flow. For the sake of
clarity, these are split into 5 different phases and presented in Table 12 with the corresponding
return’s stage.

Table 12. Phases of information flow at CUITU

Phase number

Duty

Stage

Phase 1

•

Collection of customer returns information
Initiates returns report.

Customer return re-

Approves and notifies stakeholder to
prepare resources for an anticipated
return.
Confirmation of product collection
and sorting destination

Gatekeeping

•

quest

Phase 2

•

Phase 3

•

Phase 4

•
•

Share information to financial team
Records the procedure for treatment

Sorting

Phase 5

•

Confirms accurate information and
archives the report

Treatment

Collection
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4.4 Continuous development
Businesses are seldom static and constantly evolve through change which may require processes
to be modified overtime as strategic, operational and tactical decisions change such as locations,
facilities, markets, and resources. Furthermore, continuous development improves the ability to
create value in the long term and is one of the key principles of TQM in achieving the company’s
goals. The PDCA cycle of the ISO 9001:2015 quality management standard is an excellent framework to collect data from a customer’s returns to offers feedback to a business’ procedures and
policies. This helps the business understand their customer’s requirements to ensure not only better product offerings in the future but also to develop processes that improve value creation by:

•
•

identifying and eliminating any processes that incurs unwanted wastes or costs, and
identifying new processes that improve efficiency.

Data can be analyzed to address issues in returns and make changes to current processes or products if needed - including the returns process itself (user experience). Total quality management
principles work by understanding the heart of the issue, then rectifying the causes and not just the
symptoms. This allows parameters of control to be updated as new information or situations unfold. This enables the company to improve its decision-making capabilities to address points of deviation from objectives and to better plan for the future.

Figure 25. Feedback loop, adapted from Su (2013)
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Managing for value is not only about establishing criteria but also improving them (Lester 2007).
Value potential of the reverse flow must be assessed continuously to ensure optimum value creation by understanding the costs of quality and proactively addressing the risks that tend to diminish them.

4.4.1 Products
Of all the touch points customers have with a business, the product is the one touchpoint where
they are likely to spend the most time, and hence quality products must be made for effective
communication of brands ideals. More importantly, a quality product reduces its risk of being returned. Product offerings can be improved from customer feedback from returns, which can then
be communicated to the design team. This may lead to improving existing products or when creating newer products, and it is a cost of good quality. Information can also be used to communicate
with suppliers, when building value together. By improving design, they can work on better deals
for cost efficiency. Furthermore, suppliers can be flagged if faulty products are constantly traced
back towards them, by which new terms may be agreed upon. This means that returns have the
potential to also improve procurements functions by providing data to better manage relationships and strategies with suppliers. Additionally, data from returns can be harnessed also for marketing teams to get clear input on the merchandising effectiveness. Managing products that don’t
sell is understood to be a critical part of product life cycle management which can provide information to improve marketing or design by reacting to a customer’s expectations and demand.

4.4.2 Processes
Insights can be derived from returns that contribute to developing existing processes. The business can continuously update its knowledge about the market for returns and match its current
capabilities to it. According to Aït-Kadi et al. (2012, 85), this allows the design of reverse logistics to
match expectations with a service that is consistent across all touch points and therefore create
value for end users. Information about the process’ performance can help in the prediction of future resources like safety stock or spare parts inventory by analyzing past data.
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4.5 Role of Information Systems
The use of information systems in the returns process improves the efficiency of the whole process, particularly through data capture, automation, storage and accessibility. Having efficient processes reduces wastes which contributes to value creation through costs savings. With only a few
available options for returns logistics software, CUITU also has the possibility to create its own solutions. Therefore, this analysis section presents important guidelines for developing a relevant
solution for the proposed network configuration.

Visibility

Information
Technology

Communication

Control

Figure 26. Functional relationships of information systems

The use of information techonology would improve the visibility, communication, and control of
the returns process by providing an opportunity to automize updates and consolidate information
sharing that every stakeholder can view and modify in real time. Automation improves communication by reducing the chances of errors and presents an opportunity to collect and store information over a centralized digital space where it can be accessed by all relevant stakeholders. To
enhance control, when information technology is integrated with other systems in the returns process, it prevents repetitive work that saves time and reduces costs.
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Using an information system utilizes automation to improve accountability, and reduces human
error due to standard procedure or system characteristics. Further integration with suppliers is
also possible to improve efficient collaboration. The integrations of these systems could be done
in a way that data can be transformed to business intelligence or excel sheets for data analysis.

Information systems contribute to management of products over its lifecycle by increasing stakeholder visibility since all necessary information is centralized. This visibility is also made possible
with the help of traceability tools such as barcodes and RFIDs so that stakeholders are aware of a
resources’ status during operations and can be synchronized easily across case numbers, product
numbers etc. This makes it possible to track a product’s movement and see if it has been sitting in
inventory for too long. CUITU’s use of RFID in their products could be targeted as a familiar resource for tracking.
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5 Results
A strategic conceptual model was derived from the analysis and optimal performance measures
were identified that creates value to the case company, particularly through the perspective of
TQM. In this chapter, the material and informational flow is more clearly presented as part of the
strategic decisions for CUITU. This is done through using flowcharts which according to Merriam
Webster dictionary is described as: a diagram that shows step-by-step progression through a
procedure or system especially using connecting lines and a set of conventional symbols. The flow
chart uses different symbols that represent a process, operation, input, decision, flowline, start
and end. In this thesis the following symbols are used

Table 13. Flow chart symbols

Symbol

Definition

Question or choice

Activity

Direction of flow

Simultaneous process
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5.1 Proposed process for material flow
At the start of the analysis, generic stages for returns was proposed for CUITU in figure 22 that
included returns request, gatekeeping, collection, sorting, and treatment. However, as the analysis
progressed the continuous development subject was addressed and therefore a new stage called
and analyze and support is added to the the returns stages for analyzign returns after they have
been processed. The resulting main stages for the returns process at CUITU is presented below in
figure 27.

Figure 27. New main stages of the returns process

Customer return request
The returns process would begin when the customer makes a return request, and would open a
case number to handle the requests. It is advised that information is clearly presented for customers that explains the procedure for a return with CUITU, as it improves communication between
the company and customer, ensuring a more positive experience. This could also defer the purpose of fraud and keep the customer educated to give them a good experience with the company.

Gatekeeping
The customer service is active at this stage when engaging with the customer and tries to resolve
the issue as quickly and efficiently as possible. To save costs of the returns coming in, it is advised
that the issue can be resolved without the need for a return. However, if the product has to travel
back the reverse chain, then a shipping address may be forwarded to the customer with all necessary logistics descriptions, for example shipping requirements. All information and progress must
be accounted for to improve visibility and control of the returns.
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Therefore, maintaining a returns report for each case is proposed (see more in chapter 5.4 Use of
quality tools). In order for efficiency in the process, it is advised that the returns information is
shared with the collection centre so all necessary resources are kept ready. This can be done
through using a reason code – which is chosen from a collection of standard codes made by the
company to know the handling requirements for specific return scenarios. The reason code improves decision making for all stakeholders by already concluding its expected disposition location
for treatment so that other stakeholders can be aware of what kind of return is being expected.

Having the customer share details of the shipping invoice would help with necessary compensations and improves the company’s visibility of the shipping process for example through a tracking
number. The following process map recommends steps in the gatekeeping stage at CUITU.

Figure 28. Steps at gatekeeping stage

Collection
At this stage, the returned product arrives to the collection site and is consequently verified for
authenticity by identifying if the case number matches the product and also verifying compliance
with internal reports and policies. If collection is approved, the product may then be moved to the
sorting stage and any necessary compensations is provided to customer (such as new product,
shipping refund, credit etc.). The following process map explains what happens at collection stage
at CUITU.
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Figure 29. Steps at the collection stage

Sorting
Once the product has been accepted for reclamation, its path must be determined based on its
conditions so that it reaches the right destination for treatment. This is the task at the sorting
stage, and also involves sharing the right information with the right people. Here, the product enters the company as inventory. The reason code assigned at the gatekeeping stage will help save
time at the sorting process, but new information could alter the reasons code and therefore destination. The following destinations are available for sorting according to CUITU’s current infrastructure:

•
•
•
•

Destination 1: Remanufacturing
Destination 2: Packaging
Destination 3: Delivery
Destination 4: Disposal
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Figure 30. Steps at the sorting stage

Treatment
At this stage, the returned product is considered WIP as it re-enters the production cycle for its
sorted destination. Time sensitivity is crucial here to save time from loss of value and to avoid
costs of holding up inventory. Therefore, the product or its materials must be made available for
delivery as soon as possible to avoid hidden costs.

The product quality determines the type of treatment necessary. Products move straight to packaging stage if they are in perfect condition for resale. If the product needs some work to be done
on it, it enters the remanufacturing stage. If the goods are beyond reparability of remanufacturing
stage, they move to disposal. At this stage, it has to be evaluated whether it costs more to get rid
of items, or to keep them inventory and seek for possible reuse. At this stage there is the option to
recycle materials and parts. It must be noted, that recycling and reuse is the recommend option
for CUITU as it would lead to the opportunity to sustain value rather than losing this value through
discarding the material.
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At this stage, parts may be torn apart and reused as materials. The materials are not time sensitive
here, although they will take up space in inventory. It is also important to note that sustainability
is the core foundation of CUITU, so if parts are to be discarded, then they must be done in a manner that does not damage, or causes the least damage to the environment. The remanufacturing
stage should be specific to the products because each product has a different requirement. This is
a tactical decision and could be a study conducted outside the scope of this thesis.

Figure 31. Queueing model at treatment stage
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Inventory management
An analysis by Sun (2013) presents an inventory model that changes as a result of returns and
bears the same mathematical structure as a conventional (s,S). According to the model, it is better
to order up to a particular amount then to order a standard amount, given by the s,Q model as it
reduces variability.

Figure 32. S,s inventory model for including returns

Kn represents the normal inventory in the regular forward operations and is a representation of
the number of products available in the company stock. Ln represents the products that are returned back to the company, while Xn is the new inventory value given by Kn+Ln. The effects of
returns on the inventory can be assessed by a return ratio given by the following equation
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Analyze and support
This stage of the of the returns process takes place after the the returns has been handled and
involves analyzing the process for causes and efficiency. It is part of the continuous development
efforts and aims to continually improve perfromance so that value is created effectively. In an endeavor to discover what areas of the business should be subjected to value analysis, brainstorming
sessions or regular review meetings can be organized by the case company.

The PDCA cycle is used here because the process has to be evaluated after planning and implementation to see how well it is performing and then develop low-performing areas through an improved process plan. This ensures that value can be created more efficiently by minimizing wastes.
Through collecting information about the process, the company can identify areas for improvement not only by handling the returns but also how to reduce its chances from happening again by
offering products and services that better meet their customers’ needs the first time around. For
this reason, maintaining KPIs and a returns report is proposed (see more in chapter 5.4). These
continuous adjustments reduce uncertainty that is typical with returns by making more factsbased decisions. For example, through verifying the KPIs performance, the returns process can be
better equipped for dealing with returns the next time. Collecting and analysing data also improves the ability to predict the probability of getting future returns by analysing what went
wrong and how to improve.
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Material flow chart
Figure 33 below summarizes the flow of materials in the returns process.

Figure 33. Proposed material flow in the returns process at CUITU
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5.2 Proposed process for information flow
To desgin the flow of information, the returns process is broken down into phases, with each
phase having a unique process owner in charge of the information flow. These phases and its
repective tasks are presented below in table 14, and further explained after that.

Table 14. Phases of information flow at CUITU

Phase number

Tasks

Process owner

Phase 1

•

Customer Service

Phase 2

•
•

Collection of customer returns information
Initiates returns report.
Notifies stakeholder to prepare resources for an anticipated return.

Phase 3

•

Confirmation of product collection
and sorting destination

Warehouse/Collection

•
•

Share information to financial team
Records the procedure for treatment

Warehouse/Collection

•

Confirms accurate information and
archives the report

Returns coordinator

Phase 4

Phase 5

Returns Coordinator

site personnel

site personnel

Phase 1
Information flow begins when the customer files a return request to the company. The customer
fills in the necessary information needed to better assess the problem and authorize the return if
needed. At this phase, the customer service (CS) team is the process owner who handles all information sharing and determines if the return is needed. The CS team is the process owner here because they meet the expectations of the customers before, during and after purchase of a product
to understand queries and provide a cost-effective experience that ensures satisfaction (What is
Customer Service, 2019).
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If the product is accepted for a return, the CS team passes on the information collected in the returns report (see more in chapter ‘Continuous Development) to the returns coordinator who coordinates the necessary information with other stakeholders. This includes providing a reasons code
assigned by the CS team to ease decision making regarding appropriate sorting by predetermining
the resources needed.

Phase 2
At this phase, the returns coordinator is now the process owner responsible for the returns flow
coordination, who will be in charge of management and development of the return’s logistics at
CUITU. The returns coordinator then arranges for the returns by notifying the warehouse supervisor that one is expected so that storage space is reserved and resources organized based on the
reasons code assigned.

Phase 3
In this phase the product arrives to the collection site, where the warehouse personnel is the process owner here who physically verifies the product before accepting it for sorting. He or she then
updates the returns report and prints a returns label for the product to easily identify and share
information along the reverse flow. The customer is kept informed regarding the status of verification and as mentioned earlier, policy must be determined for failure of verification at this point
of the returns process. If the return is sorted to the disposal stage, the information flow ends here.
The returns report is then updated, verified and archived by the return’s coordinator. It must be
noted, that when the returned product is approved for sorting, the returns coordinator is then notified who arranges for appropriate compensations such as passing information to the financial
team for a refund or delivering a new product to customer.
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Phase 4
Once the product is approved for sorting other than the disposal stage, the previous process
owner than pass responsibility to the next stage’s process owner. As the product goes through its
treatment phase, a supervisor could then record details of procedures such as the time it took to
complete WIP including any delays or errors, and the materials needed. The information flow of
the returns process officially ends when the returned product re-enters the forward supply chain
at the repackaging or delivery stage.

Phase 5
Once the goods have cleared the returns process, i.e., it has been sent for repackaging, the returns
coordinator is notified and verifies the completion of the returns report followed by archiving the
report for future analysis. The returns coordinator verifies that the product has been reintroduced
in the forward chain, that all outstanding issues with previous customers are settled, and that the
right resources and lead times were used.
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Information flow chart
Figure 34 below summarizes the flow of information in the returns process by specifiying
stakeholder responsibility in the top row, and corresponding phases in the last column.

Figure 34. Proposed information flow in the returns process at CUITU
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5.3 Information systems in the returns process
In order to understand how the information system serves the returns process, features of its use
will be discussed throughout the entire process to give an idea of its impact. When considering the
case from the initiation point of the returns, ie. The customer return request, an intergration of
the request form with CUITU’s internal systems allows for automatic updating of the returns
report. Part of this requires the returns report and case number to be integrated so that
automatic information updates are input into the internal records based on customer definitions.

Figure 35. Automation using information systems

Once this is done, review of the request can be done easily at the gatekeeping stage through the
centralized system, enabling CUITU members to find necessary information from a single platform,
thereby reducing complexities in decision making.

Through the use of Information systems, products numbers can easily pull up information and policies for the returned product that allowing members to make quick decisions effectively. Information can be easily updated if there are changes, which is visible to all stakeholders in real time.
Information systesm can be integrated at all stages of the returns process as illustrated in figure 36
below adapted form Aït-Kadi et al. (2012, 78)
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Figure 36. Integration of information systems in the returns process

One such aspect of integrated systems is inventory management. Businesses must deal with a
stock of spare parts and replacement products in order to provide the customer with a suitable
level of service. When integrated with inventory levels, automatic updates can be made from the
use of inventory in the returns process. This also improves the visibility of active inventory and can
show members the WIP. Such data can also predict the surplus of parts that may be procured for
remanufacturing as per historical data with the help of advanced analytics and predictive decisions. The recommended role of information systems for each process stage can be summarized
below in table 15.
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Table 15. The role of information systems at each return's stage

Process stage

Role of Information systems

Return Request

•

Collection of customer feedback and
returns details

Gatekeeping

•

Allows for easy review in alignment
with policies over a centralized systems. Products numbers can be verified when integrated with product
management system.

Collection

•

Automatic procurement update or
inventory replenishment update
Moving the inventory

•

Sorting

•
•
•

Collection of data on assembly procedure
Updating WIP
Updating inventory list

Treatment

•

Updating ready products inventory.

Delivery

•

Updating sales list and financial reports.
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5.4 Use of Quality tools.
Quality tools are essential for checking performance of the returns process so that the ability to
create value is effective. Using quality tools is a proactive way to maximize the competitive advantages and ensures costs associated with good quality. There are various tools that can be used
to develop the processes. Some of these could be the use of:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Why-why-why analysis to find core issues of a problem to prevent them from happening
again.
Fishbone diagram - this helps find the root cause of a problem by assessing the various factors that would contribute to it and evaluate what may have gone wrong.
Multinomial regression models – works by collecting data to understand relationships between various variables for better planning.
Preventive maintenance planning – to ensure reliability and maintainability tests with the
right collection of data.
8D – to implement temporary solutions until a permanent solution is developed.
Forecasting – enables one to plan ahead and have resources ready by the time they are
needed.

Apart from these tools, two other tools are also created to contribute to the quality efforts of the
returns process at CUITU: the performance indicators, and the returns report.

Performance Indicators
Performance indicators ensures accountability and continuous monitoring of performance of the
process so that it works efficiently towards the objectives of value creation. The data recorded in
performance indicators can be analyzed to see where modifications can be made to improve the
process. Data types must be normalized to enable data conversion under a form or a unit of
measurement. Standardization also becomes relevant when analyzing data on regression software
(for example SPSS) so that there are no variables missing in data entries that would result in invalidity. The following table presents some performance indicators that can be utilized to track the
performance of the entire returns process. Such data can be recorded into the returns report.
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Table 16. Example of KPIs in the returns process

Process Step

Indicators

Effect on value

Return request

•

Service level >80%

•

Ensuring good user experience (competitive rationality)

Gatekeeping

•

Time to approve < 1 business day

•

Reducing time to market

Collection

•
•

Suitability of reasons code
Time taken to approve customer compensation (ship new product and/or
transaction) <1 business day

•
•
•

Reducing time to market
Cost of inventory
User experience

Sorting

•
•

Time spent at this stage
% Materials ready before hand

•
•

Reducing time to market
Reducing cost of inventory

Packaging

•

%Materials ready before hand

•
•

Reducing cost of inventory
Reducing time to market

Delivery

•

Time spent in inventory.

•

Reducing cost of inventory

These indicators will need to be defined by each product individually in tactical decision as they
may all have unique requirements. Service levels also have to be defined for each stage. Service
level in the return request can refer to convenience of the customer to authenticate the request
which may be provided through customer feedback. While service level at the gatekeeping can be
the customer service level which can be defined by the customer service team. Time taken to arrive at the collection stage may be defined based on location and the service provider used. Time
spent in the sorting destinations will be individual for each product as they may all have to go
through different care based on their requirements. If performance indicators are not met, this
must be mentioned in the returns report so that it can be continuously improved.
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Returns Report
Apart from the performance indicator, a returns report is also created for more detailed recording
of the process. An example of how this report could be created is presented below in table 17.
The report is updated as the returned products move through the processes. Such a report
ensures accountability of information and what tasks have been executed so that it can be
analysed for improvements. This also provides to opportunity to follow up on cost developments
and therefore offer more visibility to the challenges of hidden costs. Costs must be accurately
documented and archived for future reference to find ways of reducing them.

The return report works by keeping a track of all information in the returns process right from
what the customer files, to what to decisions were taken, and recording the process details between. This allows the data to be easily viewed and shared by stakeholders to have visibility of essential information so that it be analyzed to improve performances. After the product moves to
delivery, the return report can be archived. Some of this data can be entered automatically with
the right systems and traceability tools, so that time is calculated and plotted automatically. New
performance indicators can be added as part of the continuous development efforts based on the
process’ functional requirements.

It is worth noting that these are arbitrary stakeholder positions and may be substituted by existing
staff at CUITU based on their restricted resources as a start-up. For example, the returns coordinator can also be the logistics manager, and the marketing and sales team may be the same unit. Finally, it is worth noting that the implementation of the reverse process is a cost in itself towards
quality. It also affects more than one stakeholder as mentioned and must therefore be monitored
and checked to ensure that the exercise has indeed increased function/cost ratio. Lester (2007,
275) describes this as a value analysis.
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Table 17. Example of returns report

Process step

Information collected

Reason

Return request/

Date of contact

Verifying time spent in re-

Gatekeeping

turn process

Reason

Developing solutions to
eliminate repetition

Communication method

Most frequent/preferred
method by users

Reasons for assigning a reason

Accountability if there is

code

mismatch in information
later

Estimation of arrival

To plan for materials to be
ready

Collection

Actual arrival time

Analyze reason for deviation

Adherence to reasons code

Accountability

Details on general condition

Future reference

Estimation of time to comple-

Accountability to recom-

tion

mended process times.
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Sorting and Treat-

Actual time of completion

Accountability

Sorting destination with reason

Accountability

What steps were taken and ma-

Future reference and ac-

terials needed?

countability

What steps were taken

Future reference

ment

Packaging & Delivery

Which point of the forward sup- Developing marketing obply chain it enters

jectives

This information would be useful for analysis, for e.g., if product handling were delayed or if there
were deviations from the process at any point. This helps address the efficiency in flow by continuously adapting the process for good performance. This helps recover value quickly from resale
than having the materials take up space and capital in the handling.

Such a report and likewise controlling of the returns process enables the staff to see what kind of
products are being returned more frequently and with what issues so that the root cause is determined in alleviating the issue from happening again in the future.

5.5 Creations needed
In order to implement the proposed returns process, there are new creations to organizational infrastructure needed to accommodate it. This section presents a list of these creations with a priority rating between 1-3, where a rating of Level 1 is a high level of recommendation while a rating
of Level 3 is a low level of recommendation. The reason behind these recommendation levels will
also be explained below.
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Policies
Retruns and
internal
intranet
page

Staff training

Creations
Needed

Returns
storage
space

Automation
technologies

Reason
codes and
return's
label

Customer
service team

Figure 37. Creations needed for implementing the proposed returns process

A tabular list of all these critical implementations along with their criticality ratings are presented
as a summary in Appendix 2.

Policy design - The first creation needed is policies to guide the returns process. They provide rules
for the company to deal with reverse functions or processes and hence receive a Level 1 rating for
implementation. Since constructing policies is more a business function than engineering, it is out
of scope for this thesis and recommended for future development. Nonetheless, an engineer’s
perspective can be useful, especially when considering optimizing with the returns process. Therefore, the following guidelines are provided:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy is needed for customer service, detailing rules of engagement and compensation.
Policy is needed for handling failed returns at collection stage
Policy is needed for gatekeeping stage to outline the rules regarding valid clauses for returns in each product.
Policies for dealing with faulty parts from suppliers.
Policy marketing and resale after returned products have been reworked.
Policy for marketing of returned product to secondary channels.

As new scenarios unfold, new policies may be added for better management of the returns process by the case company.

Training of staff – For effective implementation, staff members have to be trained to the functional capabilities of the new returns process. One may recall that effective communication is a
key criterion for reverse logistics performance according to Mai et al. (2012). Hence, a Level 1 rating is given to this creation so that all relevant stakeholders understand their tasks and responsibilities when handling returns. Research by Kim, Pindur and Reynolds (1955) can be used a starting
point for guiding organisations to apply total quality management into their culture. They attribute
several requirements for this such as:

-

Training in total quality management.
Enough structuring to support project management
Clearly defined roles
Defined processes
Willing to adhere.

Returns page and internal app - The creation of a returns page at appropriate customer touchpoints (such as computers, smartphones) is necessary for customers to file a returns complaint
and interact more fluently with the company. This is a very basic requirement for processing returns and therefore receives a Level 1 rating. In addition, an internal app could be beneficial for
stakeholders to process returns and can be used a central command for visibility and control of
the returns process. Such a system could display all product and policy information for CUITU staff
to access, which offers better clarity for decision making and for e.g., could also be the place
where the returns report is maintained.
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Automation technologies (information systems) – Investments in automation technologies simplifies the recording of information for internal purposes such as synchronizing customer data to the
returns report and likewise with the internal app. The more integrated all the systems are, the
more the supply chain can have a streamlined flow. However, due to low expected levels of returns and expensive automation investments, Level 2 is the rating for implementation. Such information can be manually handled for a very low returns ratio. Nonetheless, it must be noted that
automation reduces the chances of human errors so care and precision needs attention when
working manually. Apart from the initial expense, ERP systems is a great software that can integrate all business processes to help run the company within a single system, therefore resolving
complexity. Integrated systems can help with product life cycle management to manage information of different products for e.g., production processes, product colors available, number of
returns incurred, remanufacturing possible, part numbers, supplier information etc.

Returns storage - A specific storage for returned products must be allocated in the warehouse to
store returned products until they are remanufactured to enter forward flow again. Since the company has had only one return in the past 1.5 years of operation, this is not exactly a priority since it
is assumed that returns will be low enough due to a total quality management effort, and hence
the rating for implementation is Level 2.

Customer service team - A customer service team would guarantee a good experience to customers which can lead to higher retention rates. This team could eliminate the costs of incurring a return by addressing the customers’ needs as quicky and cost efficiently as possible. However, since
both the company and the number of returns is very small so far, existing members can perform
cross functional work. Therefore, implementation rating is at Level 3 as this can be implemented
as the company grows.
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Reasons codes and returns labels - Creating reason codes and return labels give offers improved
visibility and direction to handling returns which nominates it for a Level 1 rating for implementation. These codes and labels identify and track the progression of returned products as it moves
through the different return stages. This would reduce the probability of mixing products and improves progress reporting by improving the ability to collect data. The use of scanners like QR or
barcode or even RFID systems could also greatly optimize the collection of information from such
stickers or labels.

5.6 Scenario Analysis
The scenario analysis presents how certain aspects of the return process are handled. This chapter
is not necessary for the thesis but it does provide additional clarity to the results.

In this chapter the following topics are addressed:

•
•
•

Demo of returns
Regression model
Poisson forecasting

5.6.1 Demo of returns
In this subsection, a demo is presented to show how the proposed returns process will work in
practice. This demo scenario will take one case example to exemplify materials and information
flow for the returned product and will also show how data can be collected to improve the process’ ability to sustain value. Mock data is used for these purposes and do not resemble any data
related to CUITU.
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1. Customer files a return request at the company’s website or other contact point

Figure 38. Example view of the returns request information

Customer files a return request at the company’s website or other contact point and fills in the required information. It is assumed the customer is familiar with the 14-day return policy that qualifies him/her for this.

Invoice number can also automatically pull up customer information fields, if such features were
recorded and made available by CUITU, and may link automatically link an invoice number to a
product number. This would improve customer experience by saving them time to reenter data
that they may have already entered during time of purchase. This can also include IBAN number to
process payments later. The reason for returns may offer a drop-down list of responses to control
standardization of data, and can include a response field called ‘other’ for reasons not mentioned.
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2. The request automatically opens a case at the company and registers the authorization
number
The returns information entered by the customer is automatically updated at CUITU’s end due to
automation which saves time in decision making. The customer service team reviews the case and
attempts to solve the problem in a cost- effective method without necessity of a return. In this
case, the material is torn and cannot be easily solved by the customer service team, such as shipping them a new replacement part like a belt or buckle etc.

Since the description presented by customer, along with the picture evidence is enough for
CUITU’s customer service team to verify the returns, they authenticate the return by first confirming space in inventory and identify a return code XO – which constitutes to product damage. The
returns coordinator is notified of the returns to arrive at the collection center and plans are made
to ensure resources are ready to deal with it according to the returns code. The customer service
team then send the customer the shipping details for collection. The customer may be asked to
share shipping invoice number so the goods can be tracked with chosen shipper, and for compensation of shipping price; however, these are subject for policy to permit such a method.

Figure 39. Demo of handling returns request
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Figure 40. Demo of returns shipping information

The entry of the authorization number in the description of the returns form is useful for CUITU’s
staff to identify the returns package when it arrives at the warehouse facility. It may decided by
policy if the customer has to enter all of the shipping details or if returns label is shipped with
package beforehand for ease of managing returns.

3. The product arrives at the warehouse
Once the product arrives to the collection centre, the staff confirms the product for authenticity
and sorts the product per reason code. A change in reasons code may be entered if the staff member feels it to be more appropriate. At this point a returns label is placed on the product for tracking for internal movement so that it is easily identifiable, and a new replacement product is
shipped to the customer along with any necessary compensations handled by the finance team who is updated on the matter. The returns label may be a bar code or a reconfiguration of the
RFID. ensure quality control, the report will mandate a check when tasks are complete.
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Figure 41. Demo of managing returns from collection
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4. The product is sorted and sent for treatment

The product goes through its treatment which in this case is restitching the fabric, and the returns
report is filled all through these steps. The product is then packaged and made ready for delivery
to a new customer by which point the returns status is cleared, and the returns report is archived
for later data analysis.

Figure 42. Demo of managing returns after sorting
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5. The marketing/sales team identifies new distribution channels
The team is able to identify the product as a result of a return and may choose new strategies for
it like selling it in secondary markets or selling it for discounts at events or sales campaigns etc.
The returns process is then verified by the returns coordinator to ensure all steps have been accounted for before archiving.

Figure 43. Demo of managing returns for archiving

In the above figures (figure 39 to figure 44), the tick marks depict that responsibility has been
passed to the next stakeholder, and is marked by the receiver.
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5.6.2 Regression models
When testing variable on the regression models, the outcome variables is the probability of getting a return. The predictor variables can be variables associated with the product’s supply chain
for example suppliers, production method, location, machine etc.

The 3 most important data from the predictor variables to pay attention to when analyzing the
output model in binary logistics regression are:

1. B-values – the change in the logit outcome variable associated with a one-unit change in the predictor variable. The logit of the outcome is the natural logarithm of the odds of Y occurring.
2. P-values (sig.) – P values are calculated with the Wald statistic. If a coefficient is significantly different from zero, the assumption is that it makes a significant contribution to the model
3. Exp (B) – this is the odds ratio which shows how likely its to affect the outcome. For example, exp
(B) with value 6.3 means this variable is 6.3 times more likes to affect the outcome of a returns

The predictor variable is significant if its p-value is < 0.05. If a p-value is not significant, that means
the variable has no significant difference from zero and therefore has influence in explaining the
outcome variable. This means that when a binary logistic regression is applied to a set of predictor
variable to determine the probability of returns, all the variables with a p-value < 0.05 has an effect on the returns. The p-value is the probability of obtaining a result at least as extreme is the
observed results in the statistical hypothesis test, assuming the null hypothesis is correct. So for
example if a supplier variable has a p-value < 0.05, then CUITU knows that said supplier increases
the chances of getting a returns, so steps must be taken to assess why this is the case and how can
this be rectified.

Other than this data, for Binary Logistics Regression, SPSS also outputs:

•

•
•

Ominibus Test of Model Coefficients - which show if the new regression model is imporved compared to its original. This can be found bay attention to the significance level obtained from the Chisquare test. If the significant is less than 5%, the new model is improved.
Nagelkerke R Squared – which explains the variation accounted for by the new model.
Classification table – where it is presented how much percent of the observations is correctly predicted.

An example of how regression models could work is that the company notices that the data for
returns has the b-coefficient for the predictor variable supplier A is significant in affecting the returns based on all the returns data they have collected.
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How is the method done in SPSS?

From SPSS, one can test the data for binary logistics regression by

1.
2.
3.
4.

Clicking Analyze → Regression → Binary logistics
Choosing Dependent (outcome) variable
Choose covariate (predictor) variable
Optional* Selecting the icon ‘>a*b>’ if there are interactions between any predictor variables,
meaning there is a combined effect of two or more variables.

5.6.3 Poisson forecasting
For this scenario the following mock data entry is presented. The table presents number of returns
with 50+ product M sold per month.

Table 18. Mock returns data

Month

Jan Feb

Returns 2

0

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

0

3

1

0

5

3

2

1

0

1

Out of 18 returns, 10 were returned as a result of product tear from which 5 have been detailed as
product tear

Another way the returns process can be optimized is through ensuring the right resources are in
place for effective value recapture. This can be done by estimating the number of returns that are
likely to come back. As mentioned under quality control tools, product forecasting reduces
variability for improved reverse performance. Even though forecasts are often wrong especially
considering a subjective case like returns, it is better to be somewhat ready. In this case, a prediction is made regarding stocks for spare parts or replacement products to keep on hand to deal
with a return effectively. This can be done through the Poisson distribution. This distribution is
perfect for random variables.

x = no. of returns
𝜆 is average returns per month with every 40 sales. = 1.5
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Even thought the recommended return is a numeric value, the returns coordinator makes a decision based on human intuition and readjusts this number to best fit the conditions. Using a forecast function is Excel will also approximately state 1,5 returns on average depending on the number of months.

P(x =k)=

𝑒 −𝜆 ×𝜆𝑘
𝑘!

The poisson distribution helps us predict the probability of getting more returns which can guide
the decision making if to keep more stock of spare parts or not.

The following table present the probability of receiving a certain number of returns based on the
Poisson equation:

Number of returns

Probability

2

25%

3

12.5%

4

4.7%

5

1.4%

6

0.35%
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Using this knowledge, to chase a certain service level of resource availability to handle returns,
statistical evidence for the probability of returns can be analyzed. So, for e.g., if the company targets a service level of 95%, it should have enough resources to treat at least 4 returns since that
would be closer to the 5% probability of returning back. That means only 5% of the time the resources would not meet the amount of goods returned. Over time data can be recorded and processes can be modified to reduce chances of returns by ensuring high quality, and efficiently control whatever returns do come back – all of which would sustain the ability of the company to
create value.
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6 Discussion

The returns process was designed using the principles of total quality management to create value
in the return’s process through customer satisfaction and continuous improvements. To handle
the returns efficiently, factors for good performance were identified and successfully implemented
as they shared similarities to the TQM principles. These principles emphasized the importance of
long-term goals over quick fixes. To further clarify how these TQM principles were applied to the
design of the returns process table 19 is presented below:

Table 19. Application of TQM in CUITU's return process

TQM Principles

Relation to the proposed returns process at CUITU

Customer focus

Paying attention to customer requirements and addressing their grievances. The PDCA cycle is used to collect and analyses consumers needs so that better products and services may be offered to them in the future.

Employee involvement

Each employee in the returns process is empowered to
make decisions when the returned product enters their
jurisdiction. This can be seen clearly by how the stages
and phases are divided in responsibility with respective
stakeholders.

Centred on process

A process map was created with clear input and output
locations across various stages of the returns. Objectives were stated through KPI proposals which can be
verified through analysis to see how far these objectives
were met.

Integrated system

Through the use of information systems, the returns
process can perform much more efficiently by syncing
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various systems together to save time by improving visibility in decision making. For example, syncing the inventory control systems with returns to track inventory
and queues for treatment processing.

Strategic and systematic approach

The very nature of this research involved making strategic decision that could influence the systematic approach of implementing tactical and operational decisions in the future. A strategic model was created to
guide the design of the returns process.

Decision making based on facts

Using inputs from data collection, especially through
the PDCA cycle for continuous improvement allows for
objective information collection that can clearly highlight where decisions must be made. A returns report
was created to collect this information along with respective KPIs

Communication

Every member must be aware of the total quality initiative in the closed-loop supply chain and participates in
information sharing and collaboration to have an efficient process. One of the creations needed for the proposed returns process is staff training. Also, communication steps and responsibilities is mentioned in the
information flow.

Continuous Improvement

By collecting and analyzing data especially through the
returns report, areas for improvement can be identified
and implemented so that the processes perform more
efficiently at creating value and so that better products
and services can be offered by the company to their
customers.
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Additionally, table 20 below shows how each stage in the returns process is affected from the
quality focus and how this in turn translates to value creation from both the competitive rationality (abbreviated in the table as CR), and through the organizational rationality (abbreviated in the
table as OR).

Table 20. Quality and value link to stages in the return process

Stages

Relation to quality

Relation to value

Returns Request

Improves quality through cus-

Commitment to customer

tomer satisfaction and experi-

satisfaction by taking respon-

ence by reducing risk of shop-

sibility and reducing their

ping in e-commerce.

risk of shopping - CR

Control quality of the product

Controlling the product qual-

or service before it enters the

ity and optimizing resource

reverse flow.

allocation to reduce costs

Gatekeeping

- OR

Collection

Sorting

Verifying the quality of the re-

Verifying the returns are not

turns

fraud - OR

Identifying an appropriate des-

Choosing an appropriate

tination for restoring the prod-

method for handling returns

uct so that it can be reworked

that supports the sustainabil-

on and improved.

ity of the company. – CR.
Identifying cheapest alternatives for handling the returned product. - OR
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Treatment

Adhering to customer quality

Supporting the delivery of

by reworking on the product.

better products and services
by the company. – CR
Rehandling products or materials reduce costs by having the product be resalable
again. - OR

Analysis and support

Transforming costs of poor

By analyzing the returns, the

quality to costs of good quality

company is able to learn

through prevention by offering

where things may have gone

better products and improving

wrong so that they can offer

the processes that create value

better products or services in

in the closed loop supply chain. the future. – CR
By continuously improving
processes the company improves its efficiency and reduces costs – OR
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6.1 Future Research
Due to the continuous improvement nature of TQM principles, there is always room for improving
this design through further research as proposed below:

Assessing risks - A risk management study will be beneficial during the implementation stages of
the process to ensure the implementations are able to perform an all-round level and not pose
any risk of failures. Quality tools may be used in this study such as FMEA, which analyses the effect
of various possible failure and provides an opportunity to mitigate these challenges. Such a proactive approach to assessing risk helps ensure quality products and services, thereby reducing the
chances of deficiencies. In the future, appropriate preventive maintenance can also be planned by
subjecting products to reliability and maintainability tests. This is a good quality of costs and can
be assessed form collected data.

Quantitate analysis – As stated in the methodology, this thesis was studied through a grounded
theory approach and therefore quantitative studies can solidify the proposed returns process. The
objective nature of the quantitative analysis would improve the ability to optimize value creation
by finding areas for improvement and therefore add to continuous development of the returns
process. A study by Fleischman (2000), could be a good starting point for identifying further quantitative models in reverse logistics. The true costs of the returns process can be monitored over
time gain a clearer perspective to where costs occur. Due to limited data this aspect cannot be
studied yet, however as the company grows, there could be more available data to adequately analyze the effect of the returns process.

Tactical Decisions - As mentioned earlier, this thesis only covered strategic decisions, cutting
scope for tactical and operational decisions. This makes these decisions subject to further research
and are identified in table 21 below according to Aït-Kadi et al (2012):
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Table 21. List of tactical and operational decisions for future research

Tactical Decisions

•
•
•
•
•

Operational Decisions

Estimated process time
Amount of resources needed
Quality levels
Definition of inventory control
Lot sizing

•
•
•
•

Re-assembly scheduling
Collection, sorting and transportation selection
Trouble shooting
Supply order

The studies on tactical decisions can cover more individual requirements for each product by addressing their unique remanufacturing or processing methods and identifying the resources
needed during each stage of the returns process. Product life cycle management may be a topic of
interest for future studies on tactical decisions as managing products that don’t sell is understood
to be a critical part of product life cycle management. This can provide information to improve
marketing or design to react to customer expectations and demand. Fernandez (2004, 66) addresses how life cycle analysis can be used in the implementation of reverse logistics.

Inventory - Additionally, inventory management was introduced in the analysis section of this thesis, but a more detailed study on this subject would be beneficial to identify optimal policies and
models for keeping safety stock. This offers more clarity to the amount of time returned products
can sit in inventory until it is resealable again. Queuing models can also be part of this study to determine when returned products re-enter the forward supply chain, considering virgin material
production on hand. The longer assets stay in storage, the greater costs the firm incur from loss of
sales. One may refer to Sun (2013) as a reference for inventory models in reverse logistics. A detailed study on the effect of inventory management could enable efficient operational and tactical
planning such as selecting appropriate lot sizes etc. Various analytical tools can be used to aid decision making for how much stock to keep, for example ABC Analysis – classifies inventory according to usage rate value, XYZ analysis - classifies inventory according to variability, and FED analysis
- classifies inventory according to functionality.
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Retail vs. e-commerce business model - Since the study has been done considering an e-commerce business model, it would be worth investigating how a retail store’s returns process could
be integrated with the proposed returns process. The company has more visibility to returns with
a retail store because store clerks can examine the complaints first hand, and may provide quicker
solutions with direct customer interaction for a more effective customer service. Stores having to
deal with returns can also pose additional challenges to their inventory, and hence these issues
can be addressed in the study or then location of its centers may change over time. Conversely according to Stock et al. (2006), processing returned items nearer to the point-of-sale, that is, early
in the returns process, saves both time and money.

Third-party logistics (3PL) services - Another study can investigate the use of third-party logistics
service providers to improve the ability to recapture value and improve profitability of the firms
Often greater efficiency is achieved through third party logistics service providers who can offer
expertise in reverse logistics where non competency tasks may be outsourced so that CUITU can
focus on its core tasks. However, it must be noted that outsourcing could lead to loss of control of
process management and may consequently risk company values so care must be taken here.

Sustainability - Since CUITU is branding themselves as a sustainable company, a research on the
ecological impact could demonstrate the impacts of returns management on sustainability and adjustments to the process can be made to improve its sustainable operations.
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6.2 Conclusion
It can be concluded that returns logistics is increasingly becoming a fundamental topic of concern
with the growing popularity of e-commerce. By managing returns, a business can attract customers to shop with them through reducing their risks of purchase, and also get more visibility to the
costs of handling returns in order to improve organizational performance. Therefore, it creates
value for the business across the competitive and organizational rationality – bringing competitive
advantages to them. This thesis was done for the case company CUITU to develop a returns process by deriving the conceptual strategic model for managing their returns, thereby answering the
first research question RQ1 ‘how to develop returns logistics?’ through a grounded theory approach of creating value from a total quality perspective. This is relevant for CUITU because it supports their competitive advantages of growing past the start-up phase and meets their development objectives of customer satisfaction and continuous improvement.

The second research question RQ2 ‘which processes are involved in returns logistics?’ was answered by addressing strategic network components through which the flow of material and information were identified in line with the total quality management principles. Additionally, using the
total quality perspective capitalized on the principle of continuous development and therefore answers the third research question RQ3 ‘how can continuous development be achieved with returns
logistics?’. This was achieved by using the PDCA cycle of the IS09001:2015 to collect information
on performance metrics of the returns process and through collecting feedback from customer’s
returns so that better products and services can be offered in the future.

The costs of quality were addressed in this manner by investing into poor costs of quality like ensuring cost-efficient handling of returns, as well as good costs of quality through reducing the
chances of future returns. In this way, wastes and deficiencies in the process that incur costs can
be continuously improved over time and bring competitive advantages from improved functionality of the process - resulting in improved value delivery. A returns report and KPIs were created as
part of some quality tools to analyze and evaluate the performance of the reverse flow so that areas for improvement can be recognized. The role of IT systems was introduced to improve efficiency of managing returns through integration and which has the ability to support the various
subsystems and processes within it.
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After presenting these results, a scenario analysis is presented to demonstrate how the process
would operate in practice using mock data, and a list of priority implementations were proposed
to support the proposed returns process. Since this was a grounded theory approach, future research is also proposed for ongoing development, especially through tactical and operative planning. This enables the model to be tested over time as more data is collected, particularly through
quantitative methods. Due to limited coverage of reverse logistics in literature, this research adds
to the body of knowledge on returns logistics by offering a total quality perspective to managing
returns and therefore also makes this research useful for developing the returns logistics at other
start-ups, particularly in e-commerce. By handling returns, companies also address sustainability
through reusing materials and consequently protect their environmental image. In this regard, the
case company CUITU demonstrate their ongoing commitment to sustainability and customer satisfaction in the fashion industry by authorising this research on returns management.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. CUITU’s email commencing the thesis topic
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Appendix 2. Critical implementations
Sr.

Topic

no.

Criticality rating

1

Policies

Level 1

2

Customer service team

Level 3

3

Staff training

Level 1

4

Returns and internal intranet page

Level 1

5

Automation technologies

Level 2

6

Returns storage space

Level 2

7

Reasons codes and returns label

Level 1

